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ABSTRAcr 

This thesis describes attempts to obtain objective evidence 

concerning the authorship of the 1750 to 17.54 Gentleman tsMagazlne 

reviews of the plays, Gil Blas, Elfrida, Cons;t.anjiJ.n!h and The .Brothers, 

reviews tentatively attributed on subjective internal and external 

evidence to Samuel Johnson by D. J. Greene and Arthur Sherbo. A 

digital COMp.1ter was used to count the occurrence of factors such as 

sentence and word length and the rate of use of various words. Control 

samples of known Johnson works of the same time and somewhat similar 

subject matter were scanned in an attempt to find factors occurring at 

a consistent rate. When tound, the rates of these occurrences were 

compared to the rates found for the same factors in the test samples by 

means of tests of statistical significance. The shortness of the samples 

necessitated the splicing together of articles to make up 2,000 word 

samples. This factor, along with the small number of samples, made 1t 

difficult to come to statistically convincing results, yet some signif

icant results appeared. 

A standard error test showed sign1f1cintdifferences to exist 

between the Jolmson samples and all the test samples in one or more of 

the meant median, and third quartile of the sentence length distribu. 

tions. Significant word length median and third quartile differences 

were similarly found for aU ot the test samples except the review of 

Elfnda. A standard deviation test applied to the sums of percentage 
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differences found in comparing inter-Jobnson comparisons nth Johnson

test sample comparisons showed a significant difference for the review
<lnd II, e .. 6 ro-the r'5

of 91. mas. A standard error test applied to the m.ean num.ber of
A 

"and's" found significant differences tor the reviews of Cons:ttmYeDe 

and. The Ja:o;thers. A oh:i~square teet applied to the most frequently 

occurring. words sho.... sigmticant differences between .consistent 

Johnson occurrences arid the test sample occurrences for the words 

Itand", "that", "to·, "in", and "which". Standard deviation tests 

,"pplit'Ci to the sums of differences found in ·mak1ng inter-Jomson 

()omparisons with Johnson-test sample comparisons on the basis of various 

combinations of frequently occurring words produced tentatively signif. 
except The. Bp<J tl1-( Its 

1.cant differences for all of the test sample". but great villdity 

cannot be attributed to these results because they are based on derived 

numbers. 

Other less conclusive studies'produced..results often not subject 

to tests of significance. Graphs of sentence length sequences showed. 

no obvious trends, probably because the samples were so short. A manual 

count1ng.ot occurrences of the words "by" and "I" in a number of JobrJson 

and non-Johnson samples of 2,000 words each failed to produce sign1t+~

cant results in a standard deviation analysis. A J olmson sample and 

two test .. sa1l1ples ': through coding were scanned by the compu.terfor. v"r1~,

grammatiq~ and stylistic factors. These studies were not continued 

because they were subjective, time-consuming, and did not seemUkelt 

to produoe. valid results. Finally a running glossary for a· F1elding 

sample and two Jobnson samples did not show any marked differe,;tu;:4Ii.n 

pattern when t.heresu1'ts were graphically plotted. 
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The results of these studies, while far from conclusive, did 

provide some evidence to suggest in various instances that each 'of the 

test samples bore significant differences from thedebnson ....ples and 

that there is at least s.ome reasonable ground for suspicion or the 

theory that Johnson wrote the articles in question. 
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CRAFTER I 

INTROW CTION 

As literary scholars study· the canon of a writer, they otten 

come upon works which they cannot definitely attribute to him, works 

which he mayor may not have written. In the past they have attempted 

tQ find evidence for authorship ot such work. by searching diligently 

through available information about his life in the hQpeof unearthing 

some clue in his written comments or in those /of other people with whom 

he assoclated. Failing to find proof from such sources, they have 

tried to obtain less concms!va but often convincing evidence trom 

with1n the questionable work itself. &1ch internal evidence is otten 

based. upon the wr1tar's style; it the work in question bears striking 

resemblance in sentence structure, phrasing, or wording to that of the 

author concerned, it 1s reasonable to suppose that the 'WOrk may have 

been written by him. Another kind at internal evidence concerns the 

subject matter. It the work contains ideas which we know tram. other 

sourCeS to have been part of the author's thinking, or it it makes 

references to experiences which we know he had, then we are again led 

to suspect that he wrote the work. But these lIethods of establishing 

authorship are at best dubious, and the scholar is left with the 

unpleasant knowledge that he may be basing his thinking about an author 

at least in part upon some works which may have been written by an 

imitator or by someone else who simpl,. happened to think and write 
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similarly. 

The eighteenth century biographer. journalist. and lexico

gr4pher, Samuel Johnson, 1s a good ease in point. We know from Boswell's 

LifeofJohnson that Johnson was engased 1n writ1ng for Edward Cave's 

1Gentleman" Magawe from the year 1738 on. It might be supposed that 

Johnson's association nth the Gentleman'. Magasne, so far as active 

journalistic participation 1s concerned, ended by 1750 when he became 

the editor and sole writer for the periodical, The Rambler. It was also 

about this time that he was beginning research for his mammoth worle". 

;QLct10naa ot1(he bhgl1shk!Paage, which was to be publ1shed in J.7~5.

But noneo£ the articles in the Gentlemant. l1tiazine were signe<i,. arld 

s~nce.:aoswell reports that Johnson never did carry out his int!ntion 

to collect ,11 of his writings,2 it is likely that there may be a~ioles

in the Gentr.emant s Mailene written by Johnson but neither ackno1f+~<tged

by him nor. attributed to him by his biographers or associates. Some 

x-ecent J()lulsonian scholars, notably Arthur Sherbo andD, J. Gr!ene, 

llave found what they oonsider to be adequate internal evid.enoe in 

oertain .articles in the Gentleman's Malame to conclude that Johnson's 

iE$soc1at1on wi.th that periodical did not end in 1750 but continUed 

until 17.54 or 1755. For example, they detect the Johnsonian balanced 

sentence in at least twelve articles of dramatic criticism that appeared 

in the magazine during this five year period. 3 

l:soswell, James, Ureof Johnson, p. 82. 

2J1c. cit. 

3C1if£ord, J. L., and Greene, D. J. (ed.Magdi Wahbi), Joh:ns0n1!n 
Sru4*es, pp. 133-159
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~icl~s .. on other topics also seem to be by Johnson according to Sherbo 

and Greene,4 and other scholars such as Jacob Leed4 and Gwyn Kolb6 have~

detec:tedJohnson's style in various other articles in the Gentleman's 

!1igaQPe.ot this period. The problem is that all of these tentative 

attributions are based upon matters of style, qualities which at best 

can be identified in only a very subjective manner, and in any case, 

qualities which would be most likely to be duplicated by anyone 

'imitating Johnson's writing. One can hardly fail to feel uneasy when 

in an article by Arthur Sherbo (in which he makes another tentative 

addition to the Johnsoniancanon) one reads, 

I find it hard to account for my belief that this is 
Johnson t s1 but neither I nor Greene had any doubts 
about it.l 

S1rely $omething more definite and objective in the way of evidence is 

needed. 

A much more objective criterion for identifying an author would 

bea.chanical factors which could be simply counted. If it could be 

found, tor example, that a certain author consistently used a certain 

worQ.PJ,o;re frequently than other writers who might conceivably have 

written a given work, then one would have found evidence not open to 

the varj:i.ng interpretations which are possible with matters of style 

4Sherbo, Arthur, JEGP, LIlt 1953, PP. 543-8. RES, new series VI, , 
195.5, pp. 37-42. Greene, D. J., N & 9, COIIl, 19.58, pp, 304-6. PMLA, 
LXV, June 1950, pp. 427-34 • 

.5Leed, Jacob, .fL.Il..g.' om, 1957, pp. 210-1). !If. LIV. 1957. p.iP• 
221-9_ f§SA, LIV, 19bO;lPp. 101-110. 

~olb, Gwyn, ~, XI, 19.58, pp, 252-5.5- ~, summer 1961, pp
77-95. 
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and subj.ect content. Then, too, if one were very subtle in his selee

tion of. factors to be counted, he might identity characteristics ot a 

wr1ter'sstyle or which the author himself was probably unaware and 

which WOll1ci very likely be missed by anyone attempting to imitate him. 

J3u.t to set aut to count instances of mechanical factors witbout 

knowing which ones will tum ou.t to be significant (and. therefore 

witbOQ.t knowing which factors to cotlnt) isa Herculean and seemingly 

hopetess task it one has to do such counting by hand. (Perhaps ''by 

fingers" would be a more accurate description ot the process.) It is 

here that a digital cOlrlPlter makes possible an otherwise hopeless task. 

One s1lap11 types on an. IBM card punch machine a given textual sample, 

provides eode numbers to identity the various elements he has chosen 

to have counted, arranges a cOJnp:1terprogram so that the cOJnplter ld.ll 

be able tp count the incidence of the various elements as identified by 

the code numbers, and in a few minutes it will be able to make counts 

that. W'QUld take days by hand.. Such factors as word and sentence length 
COl\. ,..,fed

JI1&y also be~ quickly and accurately by suoh a cOlrlPlter program. 

Attempts to describe .. writer's style by counting mechanical 

tactors in bis work are by no means very recent in origin. For example, 

the Sritish statistician, Udny Yule, using samples of writing by John 

Bwlyan. Tholllas Macaulay, and Thomas a I_pis, made comparisons of these 

8wr:1terswith reg"rd to their most frequently used nouns. For his 

pUrposes he uaed textual samples or 2,000 nouns, or roughly 10,000 

worda. He noted that the writers differedsignifioantly (i.e., He 

8
Yule, G. Udny, 'lb' §j(atisy.cal Study qt LiterauVocawHn, 

p. 306. 
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f01l~ a $tandard error score and noted that the ditferences he found 

were larger than could be attributed merely to chance factors~) in the 

number of .nouns beginning w1th various letters of the alphabet and that 

ea.Qh.writer was fairly consistent in his alphabetical pattems of 

nOUJ1s reg~dless of the topie he was discussing. That is, one writer 

would consistently use more nouns beginning with the letter "alt , tor 

example, than would another. He also found significant differences in 

the length of sentences. 

A.. Q. Morton, using samples by St. Paul, lsoerates, Herodotus, 

tlndQthers, found that it was possible to identify the style ot St. 

Paul'swriting by the frequency of his use of the word, "xu", the 

Greek .equivalent of the English, ttand".9 This criterion had the advan

tage ot.being almost totally independent ot the subject matter, unlikO 

those in 1;.he studies concerning nouns. 

Sophisticated statistical studies using the oODlplterhave also 

been carried out by Frederick Williams and Frederick Mosteller, whose 

exaJn1naUon of the Federalist Papers b:r Hamilton and Madison WAS a1m~

,,~1<i~t1ty1ng which ot the two authors wrote each ot the various papers. 

Their ~ter analysis found a signiticant variation between the two 

't1i.tl1.regard to percentage of words that were nouns , adjectives, one and 

two letter words, and occu.rrence of the word "the".10 A later study by 

Mosteller· and. David L. Wallace found differences between the twowri'\era 

ocmcemi.ng oocmrrence of the words, "enough", "wht1e'l'. "whilstIt, and 

9:Morton, A. Q., Chr1S;W.stl in the Compp.te£ Age, pp. 24-32. 

1°Mosteller, Frederick, and Wallace, David L., InfeEsce gd 
W.SW:ted Authorship: Tne Fseral1!t, pp. 8-9. 
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11
'tuRon"~.. A. study of the rate per thousand words ot the words "by", 

"from....and "to" also showed signifioant differene.s. 12 Involved 

statistiq41 analysis of the eOllputer tabulations supported the eonten

i;iJm. that .the styles ot the two authors could be distinguished by such 

mechanioal factors. 

A ;recent publication of the Araerican Counou of Learned Societies 

gave a.li~ of computer studies now in progress in North Amerioa.1:; 

~P1$ l:1~inoludes nearly seventy studies in the fields ot language 

-.ndl1te~ature alone,_ Dictionaries, conoordances, styl1stical surveys, 

are all being aided by the computer_ Complters are being pllt to work 

en everything trom Beo1B1t to Henry James. And. the AaLS does not 

pretend.to be exhaustive. For better or tor worse, ·the computer seems 

to be forcing its way into literary scholarship. 

Some computer stu.dies of the prose 'WOrk of Dr. Johnson have 

alreadJ' been undertaken. S. Krishnamu:rti at the University of Bombay, 

India. agtd-n u.sing samples of 2,000 nouns (this time trom the Ry~er

and. .ThelA!e! ot tM Poet!) has characterized J omson' s style as having 

14 a high f'requenoy ot the nouns "life", "Time", and ttman tt . He has also 

to\.Uld, that Johnson's style does not lean heavily toward long words; 

Jonnsonts"proporlion or monosyllabic words is consistently about three 

1nten, a score which does not differ signif'icantly trom other writers.1S 

11· .. 12 6~., pp. 10-14. ~., PRe 1 . 17. 

1)NexslE21cter of the ACLS, Vol. XVI, NumberS, May 196.5, pp. 13

14Krishnamurti, s., Journal of the Universitl of BombaX, XIX, 
September, 1950, pp. 1..12. 

l.5~.t XX, September, 19.51, pp , 1-16. 
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~tudi.~8 p.resently under way inolude those of Jaoob Leed, who 1s att_pt

ing to det,endne mltiple authorship of essays in :rhe Adventut![ by 
e 

mEtans ota oomputer analysis ot the frequ.ency ot secpences ot words, 

and ot.Robert Hemenway, one ot teed's students, who hopes to find out 

it word lengths in syllables will distinguish the werle. ot Johnson 

and Ha*eSllOl"'th. 17 

It is to be noted, ot course, that all studies such as these 

have di.attnot limitations. First ot all, they are essentially nega

tive. That is, we can never say that our evidence proves that a 

c'l$a1n~ter actually wrote a given piece ot work, tor we can never 

know tha~there was not some other writer at the time whose statistical 

pattern tor the criteria, we choose to count was the same as the author 

1f$ a~8tu.dy1ng. We can never know tor sure that the factors we have 

QhQsen.,&s .. \being pecal1ar to the style ot our author aotually do 

~stinguish him from all other writers who migh1- possibly have writtep 
I 

the worlc~<.in cp.estion. If' two works yield similar results under 

atlalyai,s •..)18 can conclude only that they were et~her wr.itten by the 
i 

same author or by two authors of similar speech: habits. If', on the 

other hand, we find two works that yield markedlY difterent ~su.lts
i 

under analysis of various factors, then we have reason to suppose 

that the same author did not write them. both. lf3u,t here, too, it MUst 
I 

i 

be remembered that our :results, being statistic"l, do not provide
I 

proof but only statistical probability. Thus 1Ch studies will never 

16ACLS•Newsletter, op.cit., p , 19. 

17~., p, 17. 
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prove that an author wrote something; they may provide strong evidence 

to suggest that he did not. 



CHAPTER II 

CHOOSING S.AMPLES 

The problem, then, was to try to establish some mechanical 

criteria with which to identify Samuel Johnson's style as it appeared 

in the kno'Wtl samples ot his journalistic writing of the same period as 

the Gen1;i;eman' s MiilBne artieles attributed to him by Greene and 

Sherbo. This limitation of the problem immediately presented a 

serious drawback: all ot the articles in question were ot a fairly 

short length. It was almost impossible to find any articles much 

longer than 2,000 words (Erd.!, not nouns). All 8l1ccessful statistical 

studies to date in this field have had samples of at least .5,000 words. 

lht it seemed that since in many cases articles to be identified were 

short, it would be worthwhile to try to find criteria 'Which would work 

for short samples. 

In choosing suitable samples with which to work, and in order 

to obviate extraneous factors as much as possible, sa.m.ples ofBimilar 

length, concerning somewhat similar topics, and written at approxi

mately the same time were selected. All the samples were on litera.ry 

or dramatic criticism or were in some way pieces of critical disCtlssion. 

For test samples, tour articles of questionable authorsb1p 

printed in the Gentl!!f!P' s Magasne between 17.50 and 1754 were chosen. 

Each an article ot dramatic criticism, they included the following: 

the 1751 review of a performance ot Edward Moore's play, ~

9 
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Bl.!1;18 the 1752 review of 'William "Mason's play, Elfpda, along with 

the ttretnarics" on that play;19 the 17.54·account and criticism of 

Philip Francis's play, Con,tapla.ne;20 and the 175J account and critic1sm 

ot &i:ward Young's play, ThE! Brothers.21 
A firth test sample used lat~r

on couisted, or a splicing te>gether ot all of the review sections of 

the above articles with the review of Edward Hoorel.s play, TJ)e 9amest!r22 

and the 1754 review of Macnamara Morgan' s plaY,PA\loclea.23 Eaoh ot 

the test samples except the last one consisted ot a plot summary of 

the play under disCllssion and concluded with a brief crit1ciSPl of the, ' 

playas a piece of dramatic literature. Since the earlier portions, 

the plot summaries, were quite pedestrian so far as style is concerned, 

and since it is the latter portions or criticism that have been 

identified as having the Johnsonian style, it is interesting to have 

one of the test samples made up of Qnly these latter portions; there 

is the possibility that some back writer wrotetb.e plot su.mmar1es and 

that Jobnso~ provided the critical 'comments. Since such a splicing is 

admittedly not very scientific, little importance is attached to 

analysis ot this last sample. 

As control samples ot known Johnsonian articles, first of all 

18gentlellnt s Magazine, fol. 21, pp. 75-8. 

19~., Vol. 22, pp. 224-6, 243. 

20!i!S.., Vol. 24, pp. 178-181. 

21~., Vol. 2J,pp. 135-7. 

22Ib1d., VQ~. 23, p, 61. 

2)Ibid., Vol. 24, pp. 83-4. 
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Rambler articles numbers 139 and 140,24 which together form a cr1t1ci~

of Milton's tragedy, Samson Monis1;es,were used. This two part articJ,.

seems the piece of known J ohnson1anwr1tin! nearest in subject matter 

to tbe artic1es in question, and since it was 'wri,tten in 1751, 1t 1s 

also of the same period. Other control samples included a splicing ot 

17.50 Nle£ articles numbers 36 and 37 concerning pastoral poet l7,2; 

a splicing of the last part of Rybler number 37td.t-b HUbler number 

60 concerning the dignity and usefulness of b1ogra;Pby,26an<lf1.naUy 

the 1750 _bler article number 4, concerning the writingc>r-romances.27 

As a control sample known to be written by someone oth~r t~

Johnson, asplic1ng of Henry Ple1d1ngts Coyen:Jt Garden Jqy,rpfl"art1:Cle 

number .10, conceming the purpose of reading, with Covent· GaD1!W 

Journal- article number 24, a rev1ew of a book called The FEl1'baJ.i9ilic': 

8ite was!ti;ed.28 Both of these articles were written 1n1752. 

&loh, then, were the test and control samples. Tbatis, tHese 

ar~the.()nes Plt through the computer; later on in the studie~, other 

samples scanned ~an:r tor the purpose of corroborat~ orinegat1n~

anypatt~J1!f1.that seemed to be torming with regard to a p~rt~eular

tentative criterion counted by the computer in processing the above 

test and control samples were used. 

II" 

24w0ms .0(' _el J0bnsOD, (ed. Oxford), Vol."pp.157-168. 

2.5lla:d., Vol. 2, pp , 176-18.5. 

261la.sle, Vol. 2, pp. 182-5, 18.5-9. 

2?IbiS., Vol. 2, pp. l.5-~O.

28,ield1ng, Hen1'7, Covent Garden Jsmmal (ad. G. E. Jenaen), 
pp. 193-197, 279-282. 
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As can be seen, there· was considerable dittioalty in finding 

suitable samples which were long enough to make up even 2,000 words. 

It 1s for this reason that it was necessary to splice together articles 

and choose ones which were not as similar in subject matter as one 

would have liked them to be. Of cours., an ideal criterl..on tor 

identifying a writer's style would not be greatly affected by differ

ences in subject matter. Splicing·, where possible, was done only 

when the two articles concerned were obviously a breaking up for 

journalistic convenience an article which had probably been written 

originally as one essay. The exceptions to this general rule occurred 

when part of CoyentGarden Joymal number 10 was joined to number 24, 

and Ramb:Ler number 37 to Rambler number 60; these articles are on 

different topics and have in common only their authors and the time of 

writing. This splicing could possibly influence results it it happens 

that a writer' 8 unoonscious style pattetri' tend to beoome more pro

nounced as he continues to lJr'ite at any given time. The only justitica

tion ot the samples is that better ones ~~Jd~&,l.. 'to be found. 



CHAPl'ER ill 

SENTENCE LENGTH OOMPARISONS 

One ot the most obvious comparisons that could be made a:m.ong 

a given set ot samples 1$ that concerning the lengths of sentences. 

It is sometimes said that Johnson has a high proportion ot long 

sentences. It is an easy matter to have the computer record the actual 

length of each of the sentences and. then g1va a tally or the number ot 

sentences that fall into various length categories. Furthermore, by 

making comparisons concerning the variance, the mean sentence length, 

the median, the .first and third quart11es, and the ninth decile, one 

might gain a more precise description of the proportion of sentenoe.s 
I 

of various lengths that ~re used in the chosen samples. The mean and 

median would give an indipation at central tendency of the sentences; 

(that is, the length of s~ntence that tended to be used most otten), 
I 

while the variance, first I and third quartile, and ninth decile would 
'I 

indicate how tar from thei mean some or the sentences tend.ed. to tall. 
, 

In order to get as! representative a picture as possible for 

the knolln Johnson works, the best method seemed to be to group together 

all of the Johnsen sample~ first of all, and get some statistics on 
I 

them which might be compared vith each of the J OMson samples indivi

dually and then with eachi or the test samples and with the Fielding 

sample. By finding a sta$dard error score for the total Johnson sample, 

one could determine wheth8r or not each of the intividual samples 

13
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differed signifioantly from it. If' the Johnson samples tended to 11e 

within three standard errors ot the total Johnson sample tor each ot 

the factors being considered, and some or all ot the test samples lay 

outside this l1m1t, then one could reasonably oonclude that he had 

identified a criterion for distinguishing Johnson's writing, and that 

the samples whose figures lay outside the threestandaI'd errors range 

were probably not written by Johnson. It all ot the scores, both those 

tor the control samples and. the test sample, lay within this range, or 

if some of the Johnson samples lay outside it, then one could. only 

conclude that he had not as yet identified any criteria that oould 

be u sed to charaoter!ze J OMson 's style. 

Table Number One shows the rewlts ot the tabulation tor the 

total Johnson sample (1nd1cated. on the table by ItJ"), each ot the know 

ftJohnson samples individually ("J 1" , "J 2" "J=l', and "J4 ) , each ot the. 

test samples trom the gentl!!!!,!)'s HillQne ("T t " , "'1'2"' nT) " , and "T4"), 

and the Fielding sample (ltF). The sa..MP'les are arranged b enrav.ol-"9l·ocd 

order as they were when they were identified in Chapter Two. That is, 

"J 1II represents the review of GjJ. Blat, and so on. 

Given the above data, it is an easy matter to compare the 

various samples and see· to what extent they difter trom the total 

Jolmson sample. Table· Number Two colflpares the m.ean, median, first 

and third quartUes, and ninth decile ot the total Johnson saple lAth 

those of' each ot the individual Johnson samples, each of the test 

samples, and the Fielding sample. Comparisons .....· m.ade in each case 

by subtracting the individual sample score trem the total J omson 

sample score and divid1ng by the standard. error of the total Johnson 
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TABLE NUMBE:R ONE: SENTENCE L!21GTH CDMPARlSONS 

V M Mad. Q1 ~
D9 s.e. 

J 825.98 50 •.59 43.5 28.44 ;8.25 87.1 2.27 

J 1 1325.49 '3.78 42 27.' 62 122.5 

J2 1013.6 49.95 41 26 69 100.,5 

J3 677.19 50.17 48 29 69 85.7 

J4 480.63 48.37 45 '°.5 6,.5 82 

T1 794.59 46.51 41.8 29.25 52.' '75.8 

T2 43,.44 40.24 '.5.5 22 52.' 72 

TJ 444.63 43.08 40 27 52.5 73 

T4 51' .54 )8.71 '5 20 52 66.2 

F 411.16 :33.85 30 18.; 44 ,56.5 

W. In the above table t V =variance, which was found by su.btracting 
the mean sentence .length from the figure found by diTiding the sum of 
the squares of the number of words in each sentence by the total 
number ot sentences. M=mean, wh1ch was found by dividing the total 
maber of words by the number ot sentences. Ked. =median which was 
fOWld by arranging all the sentenc.. from the shortest to the longest 
and counting down to the midd1e sentenoe. Q= the first quartile,

1onewhich is the number of words in the santenc. quarter of the way 
dOll1 the .118t set up to find the m,eJian. Q, =the third qu,artile, 
which is the· number ot words in the sentence three qtt&rters at the 
.1' down the abOve J.1at. !J9= the ninth dec1le, which is the number 
ot words in the sentence nine-tenths ot the way. 40111 the a:bove list. 

sample, which was found by dividing the square root of the number ot 

sentences in the total Johnson sample. This process yie~ds figures 

which tell how lIany standard errors away from the total Johnson 

sample each ot....th. individual scores was. A significant ditference 

would be a score of more than three. Each or the scores in Table 

Number Two represents the number ot standard errors each sample is 
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f'1-_ the total Johnson' sample so far as m.ean, median, first and third 

quartiles, and ninth decile are concerned. 

TABLE NUMBER T\\O: STANDARD HJlROR OOMPARISONS 

M 
\
Med. Q

~
D
91 

J with J 1.4 .; .3 2 9.1*
1 

J with J2 .3 .9 .8 .2 3•.5* 

J with J, .2 1.6 .2 .2 .4 

J wlth J4 1 .; .7 .9 1.3 

J lI1thT1 1 .8 .6 ., 5.2* 2.9 

J with T2 4.6* 2.8 2.1 5.2* 3.9* 

J with T3 3.'* 1.2 .5 5.1* 3.6* 

J with T4 ;.2* 3* 2.7 5.'* 5.4* 

J with F 7.4* 4.8* 3.2* 7.9* 7.9* 

It should. be noted that the lI1ethod of finding the standard 

error is that for finding the standard error of a m.ean. To'k' f'ind.'~" .." 

the standard error of a median one multiplies the standard error of 

the mean by 1.2.5. ,70 tind"..the standard error of the first and 

third quarti).es, the standard error ot the mean is mlt1pl1ed by 1.,6, 

and tor the ninth decile it 1s multiplied by 1.71. These figures are 

arbitrary. In using them, I aa following Udny Yule, An In1(lYdsQ"on 

to tie IU9£Y otst.'Ytstios, page 382. 

The results shown in TableNwnber Two, while they are hardly 

conclusive, do seem to indicate a trend in certain areas. By care

ru.lly&Xa.m1n1ng the asterl..skednu1lbers (which are those larger than 
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three standard errors, and are therefore indicative of a significant 

difference between the two samples being eo.mpared), we note that so 

tar as the mean sentence length isconeemad, the com.parisons between 

the individual Johnson samples and the total Johnson sample show very 

-.n standard error score differences; this would seem. to indicate 

that J ann$on was fairly consistent in his length of sentences in the 

articles we are using as control samples. However, when the total 

Johnson 8aJtple is compared with each of the test suples and the 

ftelding sample, the standard error score difference becomes a lot 

larger. Only one of the scores (J m.th T1)indicates difterence of 

le.s than three standard errors. Thus we see that the mean sentence 

1eDIths of the test samples are considerably dirferent from those of 

the Jobn-.-s,amples. This finding ~d seem to suggest that none of 

the test saaples _re written by Johnson. 

Again when we consider the standard error comparisons for the 

third quartile, we notice a sim:1lar pattern. The scores for COJlpar'1. 

sons between the individual Johnson samples and the total Johnson 

sample arevell within three standard errors, but the comparisons of 

the test samples with the total Joson samp].e are wep. above the 

three standard error lbdt. This sult would also su.ggest that 

Jobnson wrote none of_tlMJ samples i question. 

:au.t the comparisons. tor the ed1an, the first quartile and the 

ninth decile are not nearly so cone usive. The comparisons of the 

standard· errors of the med1an among the Johnson samples are quite 

small, indicating a high degree of consistenoy;1d.thin Johnson's work. 

&It the comparisons of the total Johnson s_ple with the test samples, 
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while larger than the Johnson comparijlons t are still fairly small, 

. and only the J wi th J 4 comparison at;d the comparison ot J ohnson with 

Fielding indioate differences of more tban,;hree standard errors. As 

tor the comparison for the first qu.artile, it is not surprising that 

the standard error differences are very small; one might expaot a' 

fairly even proportion of short sentences in most wrltars. Indeed, 

that seau to be the case 'W1th all the samples in the study. When 

each of' them was compared with the total Johnson sample, only the 

Fielding aaaple showed a difference of more than three standard errors. 

The standard error comparisons for the ninth decile certainly ShOl,' 

significant differences in the comparisons between Johnson and the 

test and fielding samples, but it must also be noted that there are 

significant differences among the Johnson samples themselves. One 

must conclude that when it comes to extremely long sentences, the 

length 01' sentences is likely to vary so much that one would need a 

much larger total sample in order to arrive at any indication as to 

whether or not a 'writer is consistent. 

From the above study, then,it would seem that the test 

samples generally vary more from the total Johnson sample than do the 

Johnson samples individually, and that the Fielding sample seems to 

vary m.ore than do any of the others, but that the only cr1tena that 

might possibly be set up as consistently showing significant ditteren~es

between the JoMson and test samples are the mean sentence length 

and the third quartile. As oan be seen from Table Number One, there 

is a definite tendency for the average length of Johnsonian sentenoes 

to be higher than those or the test samples. Also, the third quartiles 
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tor the J aMson samples ~'re generally- higher. than those for the test 

samples. For the median, first quartile, and ninth decile, the Johnson 

soores still seem to be higher than those for the test samples, b.1t by 

a mch l.ess oonvincing margin. At any rate, in this study of sentence 

length, there would seem to be ~gh difterence between the Johnson 

samples .and the test samples to oast at least some doubt upon the 

notion that they were all written by the same author. 

Another interesting study that can be mad.e conceming sentence 

length is essentially graphic$" and is aimed at detecting any sequen

tial sentence length pattern that might be typicalot a particular 

author. If we take the average sentence length of a given sample as 

being the "0" horizontal line ot a linear graph, and take each oonsec

utive sentence in the sample and plot 1t on the graph as being so 

many words above or below the average or "0" line, then we will 
I 

tinally have a graphical picture indicating the; nature of any sequences 

ot long or short sentenoes that may be typioalor the· writer. For 

exaaple, a wr1ter might be g1ven to w.r1t1ng sentences shorter than his 

average sentence length at the beginning ot his article. In this case, 

his graph would tirst of all dip considerably below the "0" line. It 

his vorl< then began a series or longer sentences, his line would veer 

back toward the zero line. and probably even cross it. By comparing the 

graphs of various saples, notic1ng1W18.rkable similarities mdditr.r

ene•• , one might gain further evidence to suggest just· how likely it 

is that a partiCllar writer wrote a given work or questionable author

ship. 

or course, in the case or the study at hand, we are again 
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faced wJ..th the problem of the shortness of the samples. It is unfor

tunately likely that samples ot torty to fifty sentences are not long 

enough to sMwany repetition of characteristic patterns ot sequences 

ot sentenoe lengths. The sample will probably come to an end before 

any pattern has • chance to repeat itself and tws reveal itself as a 

pattern. It is also likely that patterns at the beginning of an 

article are ditferent from those that may develop later on. By 

splioing together short samples one might get the beginnings ot two 

patterns ratherthara the completion of any. Tbls suoh a study of the 

samples at hand cannot be treated .s having any ;-eal reliability. None

theless, it is interesting to see it one oan deteot any differences in 

patterns between the Johnson samples and the teat samples so ·tar as 

sequence ot sentence length is concerned. The graphs on the t'ollowing 

pages show the rewlts of this enterprise. 
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As one might expect, it is rather difficult to draw any very 

conclusive resu.lts trom the above graphs • It is interesting to notice 

in the graph tor Johnson Sample l~er One what· aeems ·\0 be a repeti

ti1)n ot a pattern, a repetition which seem.s to begin at the point in 

the sample where tllO. articles were splioed together (the red mark on 

the graph). .In this sample J oMson seems in each ot the two articles' 

to begin wi.th a tendency toward sentenoes shorter than the .ean and 

then to make a tast recovery toward the mean with a tew very long 

sentences. Johnson sample Number two, however, does not seem to 

betray any similar tendency, as the graph is clearly lrJ1ch more 

~"'J1ltic and· indicates a much more even distribution or long and short

sentences. At the break in the sample one sees what might possibly

, be the beginning of a pattem similar to that at the beginning otthe 

sample,but the sample ts obviously too short tor one to be positive. 

Johnson Sample NUmber Three again seems to provide a graph without 

marked similarities to those tor the other Johnson s8lllples. A. tendency 

toward sentences longer than the mean is immediately followed by a 

series of sentences shorter than the mean. A.fter the break in the 

sample the sentences are mainly longe~ than the mean, a result which 

casts serious doubt on the validity of such studies as this being made 

upon such short samples andonas in which extremely short articles have 

been sp1:1ced together to tom one sample. Johnson Sample Number Four 

is all one article and. seems to give a pattern a litUe similar to 

that round in Johnson Sampl. Number One. A series of sentences mainly 

shorter than the mean 1s follQwed b)" a series mainl)" longer than the 

mean, some of them being very mch longer than theaean.In all the 
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Johnson samples except Number Three and especially in Number One, there 

seems to be a tendency tor sentenoes insequenee to show great differ

enoes in length;·· sequential points 01'1 the graph whioh are tar apart 

indicate this tendency. In general, however, it is very difficult to 

identity any clearly oonnsteat pattem ot sequential a_tanoe lengths 

among these J ohnsonian samples. 

Since one oannot see ocnsistenc1 ot sentence length within the 

Johnson suples, one can hardly eeme to any conclusions concerning the 

s1m1larity or otherwise ot the test samples • Nonetheless t the general 

pictures presented. by the test samples does seem to bear remarkably 

11ttle reseablance to graphs of the J obnson1an samplesJ tissiJrdlar as 

they are. Test Sample Number One gives a very errat:ic graph indicat

inga continued fluctuation ot longer and shorter sentences. This 

graph bears almost no resemblanoe to any ot the J omson graphs except 

possibly that for Johnson Sample Number Two. As 1. easily seen, the 

graph for Test Sample Number ~ is remarkably different from. all. the 

other graphs. It begins with a bui.ld1ng up ot longer and longer sen

tences, and then aboutbalt wa, through the articles begins a long 

series of sentences shorter than the mean. Test Sample Number Three 

provides a graph somewhat reminiscent of that for Johnson Sample Number 

Four. although the resemblance 1s not pronounoed. This graph is also 

not altogether unlike that tor Johnson Sample Number Three. The chief 

difterences between the graph tor Test Sample Number Three and the 

Johnson samples is that it ten,<ie neith_J' to dip 80 low nor to rise so 

high. The graph tor Test Sample Number Four again bears little 

resemblance to any other graph• With only a very tew exceptions the 
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variation of length in sequential sentences is very slight. This 

tendency 1s in marlced contrast to what is seen in any of the Johnson 

suples. Thus we might conclude that while there are considerable 

differences among the graphs for the Johnson s&I1ples, there are even 

greater differences between the test samples and the Johnson samples. 

The graph tor the Field1ng sample is interesting in that, 

like the Johnson samples, it shows sequences ot sentences longer 

than the mean followed by sequences of sentences shorter than the 

mean, and then a recovery towardth. mean with longer sentenoes 

again. However the variation of sequenti.al sentence lengths seems 

considerably smaller than in any ot the Johnson samples. 

The studies ot sentence length here explained do not seem to 

have been entirely in vain then. The studies of the mean, median t 

first and third quartile, and ninth decile of the sentence lengths 

point admittedly somewhat haltingly but nonetheless rather consistently 

toward the conclusion that the test samples here considered do not 

se. to bear mch resemblance to those of Johnson used as control 

SUlPles. The graphs ot sequential sentence length. beoause of the 

shortness of the samples and the unfortunate necessity to splice very 

short articles to form single samples, are not long enough for patterns 

to be clearly discernible and. do not yield results to which one could 

attach much significance. Nonetheless, they do not in any way show 

maxked similarities at any point between the Johnson samples and the 

test samples. Clearly these sentence length studies do not give us 

any reason to suppose that Samuel Johnson wrote .the Gentl;emant .s 

Mp.gaSne artioles in question. 



CHAPTER IV 

WORD LENGTH OOHPARlSONS 

It is often said that J~hnson tended to use longer word, than 

did other writers. It is interesting to see whether or not the 

computer corroborates this theory w:i.th regard to the samples used in 

this study. It was an easy matter to have the computer count the 

number of letters in each word and to total the number or words having 

one, two, three, etc. letters. By adding up the number of words in 

the three Johnson samples used in this study, then adding up the 

occurrence of each word length in those three samples, one could then 

find what percent each one is of the total Johnson sample. Then by 

subtracting from each one of these figures its oorresponding figure 

for each one of the J chnson samples individually and finding the sum 

of these differences, one arrives at numbers that tell how much varia

tiQn in word length patterns there. s witb:l.n the Johnson samples. 

The figures for the total Johnson samp1es 11lay then be compared to the 

figures for each ot the test samples to see how mllch different each 

one of them 1s. Thus the number ot one letter words in the total 

J.ohnson sample is 48 plus :39 pJus 30 equals 117 which is 1.9f, of the 

to'.l number of words in the total Johnson 8~le (which is 2139 

p1U8 191'; plus 2092 equals 6144). The number -of one-letter words in 

the f'1rat Johnson sdple is 48, wbich is 2.2~ of the total number of 

words in that sample (2139 words). Thus the percentage difference 

28 
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bet..,eenthe total Johnson sample and the first Johnson sample for one 

letter word,s is 2.2% - 1.9~ = .3~. Table Number Three shows these 

percentage diUerences. 

TABLE NUMBER THREE: OOMPARISON OF PERCENTAGE OF WRDS 
IN EACH WORD LENGTH CATEGORY 

J-J1 J-J2 J-J3 J-T1 J-T2 J-TJ J-T4 J-F 

1 .3 .1 .5 .8 .2 .8 .5 1.7 
2', .3 .7 o.a 2.7 1.2 1.4 .3 .1 
:} .2 0.0 .7 7.6 1.7 2.1 1.9 (.7 
4 .6 2.3 2.1 1.6 4.3 2.9 .4 4.4 

3.9 0.0 .2 .2 .3 2.0 2.4 .,5 .,6 0.0 .1 .5 1.9 .9 .5 .7 
7 .6 .7 .7 .8 .1 1.4 ., .1 
a. 1.1 .9 .3 1.1 0.0 .1 1 .4 2.,5 
9 .5 .2 .1 1.1 .7 .1 .,5 .1 

10 .5 .2 0.0 1.2 .) .4 .5 .7 
11 .) .2 .3 .4 .8 .8 .2 .2 
12 .1 a.a .3 .3 .2 .6 .4 .6 
13 .2 .1 .1 .2 .2 .2 0.0 .2 
14 .1 .1 0.0 0.0 .1 .2 0.0 .1 
15 .1 .1 0.0 .1 .1 .1 .05 .1 
16 0,,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0~ -

8.8 ;.7 5.8 20.0 6•.5 14.0 9.45 12.5 

Having aITived at these percentage differences, one is faced 

1d.th the problem of establishing whether or not they indicate any 

statistically significant differences between the Johnson samples and 

the test samples. With this partiCl1lar sort of set of t1gures, this 

problem 1s not easy, since each of the values to be used represents a 

lumping together of several observations and then the comp.r1ng of the 

figures for one s&lnple .,a.th the corresponding ones for another sample. 

Thus the conclusions arr;lvEKl at based upon any statistical analysis of 

tb1s sort of num.ber IDlUJt b~ looked upon as of at least questionable 

validity. 
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The statistical device decided upon for comparing these figures 

was the standard deviation. The standard deviation for the inter

.Johnson comparisons was found by taking the sqJ.lare root of the sums 

of the squares ot these three findings,divided by the number ot 

findings (three), and then .subtracted by the square of the mean ot 

these findings. Once haviPg found the standard deviation, one could 

then easily find how many standard deviations each Johnson-test sample 

comparison was· from each inter-Johnson comparison and from the m.ean 

of the inter-Johnson comparisons. .A difrerence or one s.d. indicates 

68% likelihood that the two findings colle from the same total pOplla

tioD (or in ether words that there is not a great difference between 

them), a difference. ot two s.d. t s indicates only a sf, llkelihoodot 

the same authorship, and a difference of three s.d.•t s indicates only 

t~ likelihood (i.e., that any similarity between the samples is 

almost certainly due only to chance factors). Table Number Four shows 

the variation of standard deviations found in analyzing these colJ1P8r

laons. 

TABLE NUMBE FOUR: 
STANDARD DEVIATION ANALYSIS OF Vl>RD LENGTHS 

J-T1 
J-T2 
J-T3 
J-T4 
J-F 

Jmean 
9.4* 

.2 
'.1* 
1.9 
4.1* 

J-J1 
8.0* 
1.9 
;.7*
.; 

2.6 

J-J2 
10.2* 

.6 
5.9* 
2.7 
4.9* 

J-J) 
10.1* 

.; 
;.9*
2.6 
4.8* 

As can be seen trom the asteriaked numbers. in the above table, 

there are significant differences consistently between the Johnson 

samples and the test samples in those ,.eemparisons involving Test 
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Sample Number One, the review of Elfrida, and Test Sample Number Three, 

the review of 1'n e.Btoth~, The Fielding sample is also significantly 

different, but the other two test samples are not. 

Another interesting study in connection with word length could 

be conducted in the same manner as that.. undertaken in Chapter Three 

in connection with sentence length~ That 1s, one coul:d find standard 

errors for the mean, the median, the first and third quartiles t and 

the ninth dec1les of the distribution~ for the word lengths in each 

of the samples. Table Number, Five shows the variance (V), mean (M), 

median (Med.), tirstquartile (Q1)' third quartile (Q,) t and ninth 

decile (D9) for each of the samples' considered. Table Number Five 

shows the number of standard error 'scores each of the figures in Table 

Number F1ve 1s from the total Johnson sample (made up of all the 

J cbnsen samples put into one sample). 

TABLE NUMBER FIVE: 
MEAaJRES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND SmEAD· OF WORD LENGTH 

J J1 J2 J3 T1 T2 T3 T4 F 

v 7.3 7.17 6.35 6.63 6.06 6.79 6.12 6.37 6.04 
M 4.83 4.98 4.82 4.81 4.48 4.75 4.68 4.76 4.51 
Med. 4.12 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Q1 2.64 J J , 3 3 , :3 :3 
Q3 6.6.5 7 7 7 6 7 7 7 5 
D9 8.83 9 9 8 8 9 8 9 8 
S.d. .0;4 



TABLE NUMBER SIX: 
STANDARD ERROR OOMPARISONS FOR MEAWRES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AND SFREAD 

OF Vl)RD LENGTHS 

M Med. Q1 Q3 1)9 

J with Jl 4.4- .2 .2 2.4 4.1 
J ,with J2 ~, .5 .4 1.' '.2 

~

t 

J 'With J3 .6 .2 •7 2• 1. 
IIJ with Tl 10.3 ., 8.4- .9 15.8 II 10.7

J with T2 2.4 1.2 1.1 2.6 3.8 .
., ~J with 1'3 4.4 , 13. 1.3 2.4 7.1 

J wlth T4 2.1 4.2' 0 .7 4.8 * 
J with F 9.4. 5,,3" 2. 12.6, 25.2 I 

It would seem from the results shown in Table Number Five that 

m.easures of central tendency and spread When applied to the word 

lengths of the various samples in question yield rew conclu.s1ve 

patterns. Some ot the means tor both the J ohnsonsamples and the non-

J ehnson samples are more than three standard error scores away from 

the total Joltnson sample mean and som.e are less. Tbis mean word 

length is clearly not a cr1terion. A more def1niteresultis seen ;41 

the figures for the median word length. All the Johnson samples"~are 

well 1d..thin the three standard error arMtrary 11ndt or' t~e median 
I 

for the total J obnsen sample t suggesting that J chnscn sho. consider

able consistency for median word length within the samples used. But 

when one considers. the standard error scores yielded by comparing 

medians ot the test samples with the total J obnson sample t one notices 

that all except one of the samples (Number Two, the review:and remarlts 

on Elfrida) are greatly !m.ore than three standard error scores from the 

median of the total Johnson :median. As for the comparisons based on 

the. first quartile, one sees considerable consistency within the 



Johnson samples, but notices that while most of the test samples 

yield higher standard error scores when compared with the total 

Johnson sample, none of them are over three standard errors. It seems 

t~t all of the samples are fairly consistent with regard to the first 

~artilet and that it may therefore not be considered a measure which 

yields significant results in this instance. As for the standard 

error comparisons for the third quartile and the ninth decile, one 

does not notice any recognizable patterns whatsoever. While the 

:l.ndividual Johnson samples are within three standard error scores for 

th$ third quartile, so are three of the test samples, and there does 

not seem to be any recognizable difference. As for the ninth decile 

comparisons, all but one are well over the three standard error limit. 

So far as these two comparisons are concerned, it 'WOUld seem that 

Johnson is not especially consistent within himself and that the test 

eamples are really not much more inconsistent when compared with the 

total Jomson sample. It would seem that when one gets into the 

longer words, Johnson, along with the writer of the test samples, tends 

to become quite erratic and not to betray any oonsistent pattem~_!__ It 

is difficult to see a reason why a significant difference between 

JobnsQn and the test samples should be evidenoed in comparisons of the 

median but not in any of the other comparisons, but such oertainly 

seems to be the case. As <>rl. might expect, the first quartile shows 

l1ttle difference bet-ween any of the samples; apparently the writer(s) 

of all the articles used roughly the Salle number of short words. The 

proportion of large words varies greatly among the samples and does 80 

wlthau:t tilly apparent pattern. 



In conclusion we may say that comparisons of word length yields 

tl~atic results in· general, but that we see some indications to cast 

dcmbt upon Johnson's authorship ot at least some of the test samples. 

In .. the standard deviation analysis ot word lengths, Test Samples 

Ntutbers One and Three appeared to be significantly different troll 

Johnson. In the measure.ot central tendency and. spread, all of the 

teat samples except Number Two showed significant medi.andifferences 

from the Johnson samples. Tl11s we have found. s1gn1f'1cant differenoes 

between the Johnson samples and all of the test samples except the 

review and remarks on E:IldsLt. 



CHAPTDt FIVE 

NUMBER OF "AND"S PER SE2iTENCE 

Considering J olmsons' s long sentences with their proliferation 

of clauses, it seems possible that the word "and" might identity 

JQbnson's style. Thus this study, 11ke that of Rev. Morlon's study of 

the PGJ;a.ne 18?il~.s, examines the computer results conceming the 

occurrence or the word "and". By combining all the Johnson samples 

into one combined sam.ple, arranging the occurrence of the word "and" 

into categories according to the number ot sentences containing one 

nand", two uand"s, etc.,it was an easy matter to find the mean, the 

median, the first and third quartiles and the ninth decile for the 

occnrrence of nand" just as it was for the sentence and word length 

studies in earlier cha,pters ot this thesis. As with those studies, 

b",find1ngthe variance, one could find the standard error score. 

By,,,calCt1lating. a similar tabulation for each of the Johnson s_ples, 

the test samples, and. the Fielding sample, one am.ves at figures 

which may be com.pared, and using the standard error score, one is 

able to ascertain whether or not any differences noted, are large 

8nQllgh to indicate a aign1t1cant difference from. the total Johnson 
:~ ..' 

Sellen , .,.'
s_ple. Table Number 1\> shows the variance, m.ean,median, first and 

third qu.artiles, and ninth' 'deciles for the .total Johnson sample", each 

ot the J obnson samples, each ot the test samples and the Fielding 

sample. Table Number f. l'qh-j shows the results of standard error 
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comparisons among the various samples. 

TA.BLE NUHBm SEVEN: 
MEAaJREB OF CENTRAL TENDENCYAND·SPREAD OF OCWRRENCES OF THE W)RD ttAND" 

J .Jl J2 J3 J4 Tl T2 T3 1'4 F 

V . 2.65 2.91 3.49 2.48 1.64 1.83 1.36 1.38 2.11 1.31 
}II '1.71 1.98 1.75 1.61 1.74 1.79 1.67 1.16 1.21 1.06 
Meq. • 1.4 1.6 1.3 .7 1.7 1.6 1.5 1 1 .8 
Q~ .5 .7· .4 .5 .8 .8 .8 .3 .4 .3 
Q3 2.8 3 2.7 2.2 2.6 2.5 2., 2 1.8 1.7 
D9 4.2 4.8 4.3 4.3 ,., 3.7 4.3 3 2.5 2.5 
s.e. .129 

TABLE NUMBER EIGHT: 
STANDARD mROR CDMPA.RISONS FOR ~RES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY AHD SEREAD 

OF OCaJ.RRENCES OF "AND" 

M Med~ Q1 Q3 1)9 

Jwi.th Jl 1.6 1.2 1.1 1.1 2.7 
Jwlth J2 .2 .6 .6 .6 .5 
J with J3 1.2 1.2 o '*3.4 .5 
J 14th J4 
J with 1'1 
J with 1'2 

.2 

.2 

.8 

1.9 
1.2 

.6 

1.7 
1.7 
1.7 

1.1 
1.7 
2.9 

*4.12., 
.5 

J.w:1th T3 *4.7 2•.5 1.1 *4.6 *5.4 
J1d.th .T4 
J with F 

*4.3 
*5.3 

4.·..; 
(*1:7 

~6

1.1 
*5.7 
*6.4 

*".7 
*1.7 

Once again in this study as with others, the results are not 

as.,~nclus1ve as one would like. There are JJ.8l17 instances in which 

the, standard error scores tor comparisons between the total John.son 

sample and the individual Johnson samples vary just as mchas do the 

oomparisons between the total Johnson a&Jlple and the test sample. But 

inA rew instances we see dirterences that seem, to1nd1cate something 

ot.a meaningful pattern. It, as in the other studies of this kind, 

we assume three as an arb1trarystandard error score below which 

differences are not .s1gn1f1cant and above wh1ch they are, then we note 
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that there are some signiticant differences seen in Table Number 

El~ht. These larger differences are marked with an asterisk in the 

table. In eomparis~ns of the standard error score for the mean 

J1tU11ber ot "andA'sper sente,pce, we see that all the comparisons between 

the total JobBon sample and the· individual Johnson samples yield 

sQores well within the 11mt of three standard error scores as well 

as do the comparisons between the total Johnson sample and Test 

Samples Numbers One and Two, .therev1ews of 93} Blas and QtridA. The 

comparisons between the total J ehnson sample and Test Samples Numbers 

Three and Four, however, along with the comparison with the Field1ng 

sample yield scores considerably larger than three. SomeWhat s1m11ar 

results are toun4" in the comparisons based on the third quart1les and 

ninth deciles of the distribution ot "andt's per sentence. In both 

cases the oomparisons ••tween the total Johnson sample and Test 

Samples Numbers Three and .Four and the Fielding sample. yield standard 

error scores larger· than three. In both cases rest Samples One and 

Two and all but one ot the J ohnacn samples yield ripres less than 

three. It 1s di~rb1ng, however, to note that in both cases there is 

one Jo~son sample which ditfers significantly from the total J OMson 

sample, t~s indicating that there 1s considerable variation within 

JOmson himself' so .far as· the pontions of the third quartile and ninth 

decile on a distribution of the number ot "and"s per sentence are 

concerned. It is also to be noted. tJ:lat there is almost no significant 

ditference to be found in any of the comparisons of standard error 

scores based on the medians and.. first quartiles of this distribution, 

thls suggesting that in these matters the writer(s) of all the articles 
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studied did not vary BUch. 

Once again it is seen that while there is precious 1ittle 

conclusive evidence to be found, it would seem that there 18 some 

evictenoe to cast some doubt on the theory of Johnson's authorship of 

the articles in question. While the reviews of Gll B4a. and ;g'adA 
do not seem to vary significantly from the Johnson samples, the 

accounts and criticisms ot ConlYm;!r1De and Tae Broihers show 81gn1f1

ficant differences troll the Johnson samples in _an, tb1rdquartile 

and ninth decile ot distr1blt.ion of "and"s per sentence. The Field

ing .sample also varies significantly from Johnson , thus further suggest

ing that the significant variation noted ·1s real. The latter two 

test samples continue to look as if they were probably not written 

by Johnson. 



OOMPARISONS BASED ON THE MOST FRElJIENTLY USED WORDS 

The failure of, the last chapter's study or the word "and" to 

produce such impressive results as those of Rev. Morton's studies of 

the Greek word "xai" may be due in part to the fact that the bhglish 

equivalent of t·xai.", "and", is used in not quite the same manner as 

its Greek counterpart. It is also probable that the relative short

ness ot the samples used had something to do 'With the erratic behaviour 

ot the statistics yielded. It seemed that fUrther study of some of the 

more frequently used words might be a wo:rthwhile enterprise. 

For each ot the samples used, the c0111puter gave an alphabeti

cal list of all the words and the num.ber of t1mes each occurred. It 

also gave a list ot the words in order ot frequency. Thus it was an 

easy matter to pick out ot each sample a list of the words most 

frequently used. In all at the following studies of frequent words, 

only words which OOCUlTed. at least twenty times in at least one of 

the samples were considered. For the most part eaoh of the samples 

had a tendap.cy to have generally the same listot words as t,'i.ts-,·' m.ost 

frequent 'WOrds. In ch~osing lfbich words to use, several restrictions 

were employed. In the first pl.ace, any nOuns in any of the l1sts of 

frequent words were omitted for the reason that their frequency would 

be most likely to be influenced by the subject matter of the a:rticle. 

For the same reason action verbs and personal pronouns were omitted, 
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although they did not orten appear in the list of most frequent words. 

The words that were used had a tendency to be mainly connective words 

such as conjunctions, prepositions, and. relative pronouns. For most 

ot the studies the definite and indefinite articles were considered 

as OCOl1rrences of the sue word. The only cOPlla verb which appeared 

frequently was the word "is"; it was included in the lists because it 

was not felt that OCC\1rrences ot this word 'WOUld be greatly 1n£luenced 

by the subject matter ot the article. 

As with the other studies conducted for this thesis, the 

object ot. the word frequencY' study was to identify patterns, perhaps 

unconsciOUsly created by the author, which might be found to be con

sistent within the kno_ Johnsonian samples and then to compare these 

patterns of frequency 1dth those found in the test samples. But in 

ord.er to accomplish this 1d.th so few samples and ones of such short 

length, it was necessary to find some statistical approaen that would 

not depend upon the size of the sample for its validity and reliabil

ity. This problem led naturally into non-p~aM'tr1c statistics. 

The device decided upon is ,known as a chi-square test. .All of 

the Johnson sampl.es were considered together as one aampleand the 

total occurrence of the moat frequent words -'5",· tabulated. These 

sums were considered to be representative of a sampling of the total 

possible Johnsoriian vocabulary. That is, each time Johnso~ used a 

word, he was obviously choosing from a v_at sample which might be 

called the total poPllation ot the Jolmson· vocabulary. The Chi-square 

test enables one to estimate what percentage of likelihood there is 

that the frequency ot a given word in the total used Johnson sample is 
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actually representative of the rate at which Johnson used that word 

in all of the prose that he wrote or might have written. Then the 

rate of occurrence of that word in each of the test samples may be 

compared to the rate postulated for the theoretical total Johnson 

canon, and one is able to say what percentage or li.lcel1hood there is 

that each of these samples used the word, at a rate which is consistent 

with the J ohnsonian rate. That is t essentially we determine the rate 

or oonsistency or the occnrrence of a word within the Johnson samples 

that we have and then see whether or not the rate tor each ot the 

test samples is also consistent with this rate. Since we are compar

ing known samples to a greater sample the parameter of which we do 

not know, we say that we are dealing in the realm or non-parametric 

statistics. 

In ord,er to find the ohi-squares tor each ot the words in 

question, one first finds the chi-square for the total Johnson sample. 

This is done by finding first of all the sum of' the word,s in the tour 

individual Johnson samples. Then one finds the sum of the occurrences 

of the word in question for each of the tour samples. He then takes 

eaoh of these four figures t squares it, and then d1vides it by the 

number representing the total number of words in the particular 

sample. Finally the sum of these four last figures is found. From 

this total is subtracted the figure found by d1viding the square of 

the total of occurrences of the word in the four samples by the total 

number or words in the four samples. This subtrahend is called ttdu • 

Then the total occnrrenoe of the word is divided by the number of words 

in the total r,ample to arrive at a dividend identified as tip". Then 
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the follolli.ng forua.tla is used to find the chi-square of. the particular 

word in questionl l' = i d Note I l =chi-square. 
P P(1 - 15) P . 

The figure thus arrived at 1s the chi-square for the occurrence of a 

particular word. in the total J cbnscn sample studied. This figure is 

then compared with a similar figure arrived at by performing the same 

calculation using the total Johnson sample and. each of the test 

samples, the collected sample, and the fielding sample. Exaotlythe 

same procedure is used, but instead. of, using the figures for the four 

Johnson sarrtples, one uses only two sets of figures, the ones for the 

total Johnson sample and the ones for the particular test samples 

being studied in each case. 

Once the chi-squares have been found tor each ot the chosen 

frequent words in the total Johnson sample and each of the test 

samples, the collected sample and the Fielding sample <as tabulated in 

Tab1e Number ELght), then the percentage equivalents for each of the 

chi.-squaresis calculated by consulting a cbi-square table or graph. 

The graph that I used is found on pages 225 and 228 of Albert Waugh's 

book, §lemepts Of S'kIt4:sYxcM.Method. 

Clearly what one_st look for first of all in the resu.lts of 

such a test is a word the occurrence of which in the total Johnson 

sample indicates a high degree of consistency. The tigureof 416 

found for the word "the" in the total Johnson sample indicates a 

highly erratic rate of oocurrence of this word when its occu.rrence 

in the four individual samples is considered. That vastly higher 

figures for this word are found for the test samples and the' Fielding 

sample does not indicate the test's invalidity, but simply shows that 
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TABLE NUrIBm NINE:
CHI-SWARES 01 MOST FREWENT WORDS

J '1'1 '1'2 '1'3 '1'4 Coll. 1 

the 7.593 18.573 .153 .083 .017 .017 C. 

of 2.781 32.311 11.639 7.152 10.168 14.163 1.712 

and .952 .785 2.012 0 .206 .468 .059 

to 1.355 7.462 9.534 .979 12.Jf57 1.945 .0:;1 

at an 10.286 21.1.54 8.478 3•.580 .113 103.859 1.902 

whioh 2.117 3.846 6.349 6.480 3.615 3.385 2.206 

in 1.728 o. 1.1.54 4.286 .898 2.035 16.984 

is 9.813 .813 7.514 .814 1.401 10.171 D. 

by 3.203 .976 0 .128 0 .894 18.796 

that 1.1)8 15.616 0 3.537 .786 ;.000 '.379 

7fY!, 75% 8~ 80~ 80% 

.1~ 1% .5~ .O,<j, 201& 

!Z%. 90% 75'1> .50~ 90~

~ :J:ljJ ,08% ~ 85% 

.7/> ~ 80~ 25% 

lJ, ~ ~ 1% ~

15~ 90% 85% 3~ 2j, 

W ~ ~ -W> 
.8~ 37% 24~ .3% ,01t 

90~ 80% 90~ 35~

90~ ~ W W 63% 
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the Jolmson samples vary so mucb with regard to the occurrenoe of this 

word that it is easy for a random sample to tall within the bounds ot 

this variation. In other words, the word "the" simply cannot be used ~s

a criterion tor identifying Johnson's style. But in the cases of words 

wb10h indioate a high degree of consistency within Johnson {as shom by 

a high percentage figure found from· the chi-square table>. we have 

found a criterion which may be used to measure similar figures for 

test samples against. If the percentages f~ for the test samples 

are 8i.m1lar to those found for the total Johnson a_ple, we can say 

only that the writer or writers ot all the articles used that partic

ular word at the same rate. a"ch a result does not sugges~ that 

Johnson wrote the test sample, only that whoever wrote it was using 

the word in a way similar to thewaiiin which Johnson used it. It 

the percentage found for the test sample is II1ch smaller than that 

found for the total Johnson sample, then we have evidence to suggest 

that Johnson did not write the test sample, tor we have already shown 

that Jobnscn is consistent in his use ot the word, and. themch smaller 

percentage figure tor the teat sample shows that· the J ohnsollian consis

tency is notborne.out. 

The words in the high freqqency word Ust in .Tables Nn1tl and 

ten;. which indicate high consi:stency with1nthe Johnson samples are 

the words "and" (8~), "that" (7~), and "to" '(70%). One might also 

add the 'WOrds ''in'' (6~) and "which" (.5.5%) as words which bave more 

than a .50~ cUnceof betngconsistent within Johnson. But these 

words .are highly questionable as Johnsonian cnterla because there is 

aJ.most as good a chance that a random Johnson sample would produce a 
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different rate of oocurrence tor them as there is that it would 

produce a s1milar one. Percentages for the word "and" in Test Samples 

One and Two are seen to be considerably different trom the high 

J obnaon figure. For the word "to", the figures tor all of the test 

samples are seen to be quite considerably lower than the Johnson figure. 

The word "that'· produces very different percentages in Test Samples 

One, Three and Four. As for the less conclusive words, "inn and 

"which", Test Samples Two, Three and Four are quite different from the 

total Johnson sample for the former, and all of the test samples are 

quite different from it for the latter. Thus once again we seem to have 

found halting evidence to suggest that none ot the test samples were 

written by Johnson. 

Since the samples were so short, it seemed possible that more 

conclu.sive results might be found by considering together several of 

the most frequently used woMs. First a list of the 1IlOst frequently 

used words (excluding nouns) was drawn up cd their rate of occurrence 

noted. The\ totals of occurrences of all these words was found for 

eaehsampl., abd then a Chi-square was found for a total Johnson sample 

made: up of all four of the Johnson samples just as 1t had been done for 

the individual words in the i.ed1ately preceding study. However, the 

Chi-square for these word lroupings was found to be .3 .184, a figure 

indicating that there was only approximately a 40% chance that any 

given Johnson sample would be oonsistent with these four Johnson 

samples as regards the total occurrence of the words in question. Thus 

it did not Seem sensible to pursue the chi-square test any further 

with these observations. 
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A second word grouping study that was undertaken was s1m1lar 

to that done for word length. That is, the percentage of occurrence 

ot each ot the chosen words was found (Table Number Eleven), and then 

differences of percentages for each of the words were found and the 

sum of the differences was found for each ot the inter-Jobnsonand 

Johnson-test sample comparisons (Table Number Twelve). Then the 

standard deviation ot the inter-Johnson comparisons was calculated 

and the number ot s.d. t s each Johnson-test sample total was from the 

mean J ehnacn total and each of the inter-Jobnson tota;Ls was found. 

Table Number Thirteen shows the results ot these calculations. 

From Table Number Thirteen it would seem that only Test Sample 

Number One, the review of G!l .§lIS is significantly different consis

tently trom the Johnson samples. However, it is to be noted that all 

olthe test samples except the third one, the review O!kb4~"il1'4.::thtrs,

have standard. deviations consistently high, something over 2. How

ever, with assurance all we can say is that this test cast doubts 

upon Johnson's authorship ot only the first sample. It JJ1\1st again 

be noted here that the derived nature of the figures used casts 

doubt upon the validity of the results. 

Two other studies were conducted using slightly different lists 

ot wOrds. One list. included the words, "the", ttand", "or", "to", 

"is", "a", "his", "in", "by", "which", "it", and "with". This list 

included the personal pronoun, "his", because it occurred frequently. 

in the samples. Indeed, thi~ list came closer than any of .the others 

to being an exact representation of the most· frequent words. The 

procedure used in this and the following studies was exactly the same 
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TABLENUMBERSI,reVEN :
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS REPRESENTED BY THE MOST FREQJENTLY

OeWMING WORDS 

Jl Xl T2 F T3 T4 Coll 
and occurrence 79 95 77 72 71 70 104 

percentage 3.7 3.9 4.2 , •.5 ,.4 3.8'.7 
ot 12.5 64 64- 94- 81 68 103 

5.7 2.6 ,.; 4.6 3.9 3.6 ,.8 
to* 71 97 88 68 77 94 106,., '.9 4.8 3.3 3.7 , 3.9 
in 29 41 24 62 48 37 57 

1.3 1.7 1.3 '.1 2.3 2 2.1 
by 26 26 24 4 26 25 30 

1.2 1.1 1.' .2 1.3 1.8 1 
which* 33 12 1.5 28 17 20 1t 

1., .5 .8 1.4 .8 1.1 1.1 
with 33 28 18 12 2.5 21 20...·; 

1.; 1.1 1 .6 1.2 1.1 .7 
as 17 15 14 23 23 19 32········· 

.8 .6 .8 1.1 1.1 1 1.2 
at 9 29 3 4 10 6 8 

.4 1.2 .2 .2 ., .3 ., 
but 10 14 18 9 11 11 20 

.5 .6 1 .4 .5 .6 ~7
tor 6 16 16 16 19 1.5 24 

.3 .6 .9 .8 .9 ~8 .9 
tro. 11 14 11 J 11 9 14 

.5 .6 .6 .1 ., •.5 ., 
or 19 1 4 9. '0 5 12 

.9 .04 .2 .4 0 ., .4 
that 18 45 26 24 40 31 23 

.8 1.8 1.4 1.2 1.9 1.6 .8 
who 6 19 6 9 11 5 13 

.3 .8 .3 .4 .; .3 .; 
J2 J3 J4 

and occurrence 70 66 66 
percentage ,.; 3.2 3.6 N.B. Total No. ot Words 

ot 100 119 89 in ea.ch Sample 
; ;.7 4.8 "Jl - 21.50 words 

to* 6; 62 67 T1 - 2463 
3.3 3 3.6 '1'2 .. 1851 

in 37 F - 203236 '1
1.9 1.7 1.7 Tj, - 2068 

by 20 32 28 T4- 1897 
1 1.; 1.; coll - 2769 

which* 30 29 20 J2 - 1998 
1.; 1.4 1.1 J3··- 2902 

w1th 20 23 13 J4 - 1838 
1 1.1 1.3 
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(Table Number Eleven concluded) 

J2 
as occurrences 18 

at 
percentages .9 

4 
.2 

but 14 
.1 

tor 9 
.5 

trom 19 
1.0 

or 19 
1.0 

that 29 
1.5 

who 3 
.2 

J3 
14 

.1 
.5 

.2 
1.5 

.1 
9 

.4 
11 

•.5 
36 
1.1 

27 
1.3 
6 

.3 

J4 
19 
1.0 
:3 

.2 
11 

.6 
17 

.9 
11 

.9 
10 

•.5 
31 

2.0 
4 

.2 

TABLE NUMBER TWELVE: 
SUM OF THE DIFFmENCE$OF PERCENTAGE OF WOROSOCOlRiWiGKOST mE'lJEN~Y

J-J1 J-J2 J-J) J-J4 J.Tl J-T2 J-T) J-T4 J-Col. J.F 

,., ,and ';~ .2 0..0 .; -.1 ' ".4 "0,,,0 ''it1 ,.2' 0..0 
of ., .4 ., .6 2.8 1.9 1.) 1.8 1.6 ~8

to 0.0 0.0 ., ., .6 1•.5 .2 1.7 .6 0.0 
in .3 ., .1 .1 .1 .3 .6 .4 •.5 i.; 
by .1 ., .2 .2 .2 0.0 .2 .; .2 1.1 
which .1 .1 0.0 ., .9 .6 .3 ., .3 0.0 
with .4 .1 0.0 .2 0.0 .1 .1 0.0 .4 .; 
as 0.0 .1 .1 .2 .2 0.0 .; .2 .4 .3 
at .1 .1 .1 .1 .9 .1 .7 0.0 0.0 .1 
but .1 .1 .1 0.0 0.0 .4 .1 0.0 .1 .2 
for .2 0.0 .1 .4 .1 .4 .3 .) .4 .3 
trom .2 ., .2 .2 .1 .1 .1 .2 .2 .6 
or .1 0.0 .7 .; .96 .8 .04 .7 .6 .6 
that .6 .1 .1 .6 .4 0.0 .1 .2 .6 .2 
who -t.! -0.0 -a1 °to ~ .1 -tl -t.! -tl ..a.&-

2.8 1.9 2.7 ,.8 8.26 6., 4.94 6.6 6.; 6.4 
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TA.BLE NUMBER THIRTEEN. 
STANDARD DEVIATION ANALYSIS OF SUMS OF PERCi1~TAGE DIFFERENCES IN mE

QJENT WORD LIST OOMPARISONS 

J mean J-Jl J-J2 J-J) J-J4 

\ J-Tl 4.1* ).9· 4.6· 4.0* 3.2* 
J-T2 2.6 2.5 ).1· 2.6 1.8 
J-T) 1.6 1.5 2.1 1.6 .8 
J-~ 2.9 2.7 ) .•4· 2.8 2.0 
J-Col. 2.8 2.6 j.j. 2.7 1.9 
J-F 2.7 2.6 3.2* 2.6 1.9 

as in the last one; theretore I have not taken the trou.ble to present 

the table of occurrences and percentages. Selow are the tables 

showing the results of a standard, deviation analysis tor the SWIlS ot 

percentage ditterences tor the twelve word list. 

TA.BLE NUMBER FOURTEEN I 
WM OF DIFFERlDlCES OF PiRCENTAGE OF woRDs ON THE TWELVE WORD LIST 

J-Jl J-J2 J-J) J-J4 J-Tl J-T2 J-Tj J-T4 J-Col. J-F 

the .8 .5 0.0 1.2 2.4 .2 .5 2.2 .2 0.0 
and .2 0.0 ., .1 .4 .7 .1 .1 2.2 0.0 
01' .j .4 .j .6 2.8 1.9 1., .6 1.6 .8 
to 0.0 0.0 .3 .3 .6' 1.5 .4 ., .6 0.0 
is .6 ., ., .2 0.0 .9 0.0 .2 .9 2.0 
a ., .1 ., .5 .8 .1 .1 .5 0.0 .1 
his .4 .2 0.0 .4 .8 .9 2.0 .4 .1 .6 
in .) ., .1 .1 .1 ., .7 .1 ., 1.' 
by ., .2 ., ., .1 .1 .1 ., .1 1.0 
which 0.0 .4 .) 0.0 .6 ., ., 0.0 0.0 ., 
it •.5 0.0 .2 .6 .2 .4 .2 .6 ., 0.0 
with ..,j 0.0 0.0 .1 .2 ..,j-s! ~ -s! -a!± 

4.4 2.' 2.6 4.5 8.7 7.4 6.0 .5.5 ~ ... 6.9 6.8 
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TABLENUMBlm FIFrEEN:
STANDARD DEVIATION ANALYSIS OF SUMS OF PERCENTAGE DIFF_CES IN'

TWELVE FREWENT WORD LIst

J mean J*-Jl J-J2 J-J) J-J4 

J~rl 5.S· 4.8* 6.9* 6.8· 4,.7· 
J-T2 4.)* '.3* 5.4*· 5.'* 3.2* 
J-T3 2.8 1.8 '.9* 3.8* 1.? 
J-T4 2.2 1.2 ).2* 1.1'.3·
J-Col. 3.8* 2.8 4.9* 4.8* 2.7 
J-F '.7* 2.7 4.8* 4.7* 2.6 

From Table Number Fifteen it is apparent that Test SaDtples 

Numbers One and Two, the reviews of 01;1; Bla, and .!illrt4i)1ield standard 

deviations significantly different 'from the inter-Johnson comparisons 

(i.e., more than :3 s.d·s). It also appears that the collected 

s&.ple and the Fielding sample have s.d. differences great enough to 

appear significant. 

Another similar study was made using a shorter word list 

including "and", "to", "it", "qu¥', "as", "but", "tor" and "who", a 

list which incluc:ied frequent personal pronouns. Tables Numbers 

Sixteen and Seventeen show the results of this study. 

From Table Number Seventeen we see tbat sigiuf1cant differ

ences exist between the inter-Jobnson comparisons and the J obnson-test 

sample comparisons in the instances of Test Sample Number Two, the 

review of ma.9!, and Test Sample Number Four, the review of 

LlQ:ttfta.»~~'1~

One other word list seemed to yield results Blore conclu

sive than the others. It included the words "and", "ofIt , "to", "in", 

"by", "which", and "with". As with the other lists, there is no 
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TABLE NUMBER SIXTEEN: 
SlM OF DIFFERENCES OF PERCENTAGES OF WORDS ON THE EIGHT WORD· LIST 

J-Jl J-J2 J-J) J-J4 J-T1 J-T2 J-T3 J-T4 J .. Col. J-F 

and .2 0.0 ., .1 .4 .7 .1 .2 .3 0.0 
to 0.0 0.0 ·3 .) .6 1.5 .4 1.7 .6 0.0 
it .,5 0.0 .2 .6 .2 .4 .2 .2 ., 0.0 
by 

.1 

0.0 .2 ., .) .1 .1 .1 .6 .1 .1 
as .1 0.0 .2 .1 ., .1 .2 .1 ., .2 
but , .1 .1 .1 0.0 0.0 .4 .1 0.0 .1 .2 
for .1 .1 0.0 .; .2 .; .,5 .4 .,5 .4 
who .1 0,0 0.0 .•6 .2............ --t.! .1 -:.l --t.! -:.l

1.1 .4 1.5 1.9 2.4 ,.8 1.9 ,.) 2.; 2.0 

TABLE NUMBER SEVENTEEN: 
STANDARD DEVIATION ANALYSIS OF alMS OF fBRCENTAGE DIFFERENCES IN EIGHT 

JREQJENT WORD LIST 

J mean J-Jl J-J2 J-J) J-J4 

J-Tl 2.0 2.2 ,.)* .,5 .8 
J-T2 4.,* 4.5· ;.7* ).8* ).2* 
J-T) 1.2 2.5 .7 0.0i.'J-T4 3.5* '.7* 4.8· ).0· 2.' 
J-Col. 2.2 2.3 ).5· 1.? 1.0 
J-F i.' 1.; 2.7 .8 .2 

particular reason for the choice of words except that they seemed to 

yield significant results. A complete analysis of all the possible 

com.parisons is mad.e for this study. Tables NUmbers E1,ghteent Nine

teen, Twenty and twenty..one show the results. 

Once having found the sams of the percentage differClces, 

it was.easy to find the s.d. for the inter-Johnson comparisons and 

note what differences bet.en inter-Johnson comparisons and the 

Johnson-test samplecompari.sons see.ed significant. Table Number 

Nineteen shows the results of this calculation. 
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TABLE NUMBER EIGHTEEN:
SIM OF THE DIFFEREN CES OF PERCENTAGES OF SEVEN WORDS

and 
of 
to 
in 
by 
which 
with 

total 

and 
of 
to 
in 
by 
whioh 
with 

total 

and 
of 
to 
in 
by 
which 
with 

total 

and 
of 
to 
in 
by 
which 
with 

total 

J1 with J1 with .11 with 
J2 J3 J4 

.2 .5 .1 

.7 o .9 
0 .3 .3 

.6 .4 .4 

.2 ., ., 
0 .1 .4 
....:.2. .•4 .~

2.2 2.0 2.6 

Jl with Tl J2 with 1'1 

.2 .4 
J.l 2.4 
t.6 .6 
.4 .2 
.1 .4 

1 1 
-r!! -t.l 

5.8 4.8 

J1 with 1'2 J2 with T2 

.5 .7 
2.2 1.,5
1•.5 1.5 
o .6 

.1 .J 

.7 .7 
o....:.2. -

;.5 5.' 
Jl with T3 J2 with 1'3 

., .1 
1.8 1.1 
.4 .4 

1 .,.4.1 
.7 .7 

-:l -si 

4.6 

J2 w1.th 
,J3 

.3 

.7 

., 

.2 

.5 

.1 
-:l. 

2.2 

JJ with T1 

.7
'.1

.9 
o 

.4 

.9 
o-
6 

JJ with T2 

1 
2.2 
1.8 

.4 

.2 

.6 
...L1 

JJ with TJ 

.2 
1.8 
.7 
.6 
.2 
.6 

...L1 
4.2 

J2 with JJ vith 
J4 J4 

.1 .4 
.2 .9 
., .6 
.2 0 
.5 0 
.4 ., 

-t.l ~

2.0 2.4 

J4 with T1 

., 
2.2., 
o 

.4

.6

-.2

4 

J4 with 1'2 

1.'
.6

1.2
.4
.2
.3

-:l 

4.3 

J4 with T3 

.2

.9

.1

.6

.2., 
.•1 

2.4 
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TABLE NUMBER EIGHTEEN (concluded)

J1 with T 4 

and o 
of 2.1 
to 1.7 
in .7 
by 
which 

.6 

.4 
with ...:! 
total 

Jl with Coll. 

and .1 
of 1.9 
to .6 
in .8 
by .1 
which .4 
wlth .8 

total 4.7 

Jl with F 

and .2 
ot 1.1 
to 0 
in 1.8 
by 1 
which .1 
with -t.2 

total 5.1 

J2 with T4 J3 with T4 J2 with T4 

.2 .5 .1 
1.4 2.1 1.2 
1.7 

.1 

.8 

2., 
.3 

1.4., 
.3 

.4 .3 o 
....L! o- ....t.& 

J2 with Coll. J3 with Coll. J4 with Coll • 

.3 •6 .2 
1.2 1~9 1 

.6 .9 .3 

.2 .4 .4 

.4 .4 .4 

.3 .3 0 

...:! ...:! ~

3.4 4.9 2.9 

J2 'With F JJ with F J4 with F 

0 .3 .1 
.4 1.1 .2 

0 .3 ., 
1.2 1.4 1.4 

.8 1., 1., 

.1 0 .3 
-&! ~ .a 
2.9 4.9 4.3 
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TABLE NUMBER NINETEEN:
FOURTH STANDARD DEVIATION ANALYSIS OF SUMS OF PERCENTAGE DIFFEREN CES

IN FREQJENT WORD LIST OOMPARISONS 

J1-J2 J1-J:3 J1-J4 J2-J:3 J3-J4 J2-J4 J mean 

J1-T1 9.0 9., 8.0 9.0 8., 9.5 9.0 
J2-Tl 6.5 7.0 ,.5 6.5 6.0 7.0 6.5 
J3-T1 9.5 10.0 8.5 9.5 9.0 10.0 9.5 
J4-Tl 4.5 5.0 :3.5 4.5 4.0 5.0 4.5 
J1-T2 8.:3 8.8 7.3 8.:3 7.8 8.8 8.,
J2-T2 7.8 8.8 6.8 7.8 7.' 8.3 7.8 
J3-T2 10.:3 10.8 9.3 10.3 9.8 10.8 10.,
J4-T2 5.3 5.8 4.3 5.3 4.8 5.8 5.3 
J1-T3 6.0 6.5 5.0 6.0 5.5 6•.5 6.0 
J2-TJ 2.5* 3.0 1•.5* 2•.5* 2.0· 3.0 2.5· 
J,-T3 5.0 5.5 4.0 5.0 4.0 , •.5 ,.0
J4-T3 4.5 1.0* •.5* 4.5 0.0* 1.0· 4•.5 
Jl-T4 9.3 9.8 8.3 9.3 S.8 9.8 9.'
J2-'I4 6.3 6.8 6.3 .5.8 6.8 6.3'.3
J3-T4 8.3 8.8 7.3 8., 7.8 8.8 8., 
J4-T4 3.3 3.8 2.3* 3.3 2.8* 3.8 '.3
Jl-Col 6.3 6.8 ,.3 6.3 5.8 6.8 6.3 
J2-Col '.0 ,., 2.0* 3.0 2.5* 3.5 '.0 
J3-Col 6.8 7.' ,.8 6.8 6., 7.' 6.9 
J4-Col 1.8* 2.3* .8* 1.8* 1.3* 2.'· 1.8* 
J1-F 1.3 7.8 6.3 7.3 6.8 7.8 7.3 
J2~F 1.8* 2.3* .8* 1.8* 1.3* 2.3* 1.8· 
J3-F 6.8 7.3 '.8 6.8 6., 7.3 6.8 
J4-F '.3 ,.8 4., ,.3 4.8 ,.8 5.3 

As can easily be seen from the above tabulations, most of 

the comparisons yielded variations of considerably more than 3 s .ci' s. 

Ot the inter-JoPnson versu.s Johnson-test' sample comparisons,only 

the J2-T3 and J4-Ti comparisons yielded s.d.'s of consistently less 

than :3 when they. were oompared w1.th the inter-JoAnson comparisons. 

One of the J~Col'l:~$Us inter-Johnson c~pa:risons and one ot the 4-=F 

versus inter-Johnson comparisons yielded consistently s.d' s smaller 

than three. Other than these, any variations or 18ss than three see.ad 
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incidental. A consistent pattern of significant differences between 

all the test samples and the Johnson samples seems apparent •. 

By finding percentage figures for the total Johnson sample, 

thereby finding the mean for Johnson, one is then able to compare 

each test sample to the total Johnson" sample just as in previou~

studies in this. chapter. Tables Numbers Twenty and Twenty-one show 

the resnlts. 

TABLE NUMBER TWENTY: 
SJM OFDIFFBRENCES OF fmCENTAGES OF. SEViN l«>RD$ IN OOMfARlSONSBE'l'Wlmi 

THE TOTAL JOHNSON SAKP.LI AND Elesop THi INDIVIIlJAL .SAMPLES 

J with Jl J with J2 J nth J3 J with J4 

and .2 o .2 .1 
of .3 .4 ., .6 
to o o .3 .6 
in •3 .1 .1.·3 
by .1 .3 .2 .2 
whi.ch .1 .1 o .3 
with ..A .....1. L ,.2 

total 1.1 1.8 

J with '1'1 J with '1'2 J with T3 J with T4 J with osn, JWith F 

and .4 .7 .1 .2 0 .3 
of 2.8 1.9 1.; 1.8 .8 1.6 
to .6 1.5 .4 1.7 0 .6 
in .1 .3 .7 .4 1.5 .5 
by .2 0 0 -5 1.1 .2 
which .9 .6 .6 .3 0 .3 
with 0 .....1. .....1. 0 ....s. ..A 
total 5.0 5.1 3.4 4.9 3.9 3.9 
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TABLE NUMBER TWENTY-ONE: 
STANDARD DBVIATION ANALYSIS NUMBm FIVE OF SJMS OF PERCF.NTAGE DIFFER

;&}iCES IN FREQJ ~T WORD LIST OOMPARISONS 

J mean J-J1 .1.J2 J-J3 .1-.14 

J1-T1 ;.1 ;.1 5.4 5.6 4.6 
.1 -T2 ;.) ;.:3 5.6 ;.1 4.7 
.1 -T3 2.9* 2.9· 3.1 3.3 2.3· 
.1 -'1'4 ;.0 ;.0 ;.:3 5.4 4.4 
J-Col 3.6 3.6 3.9 4.0 3.0 
.1 - F 3.6 3.6 3.9 4.0 3.0I 

The pattern established in earlier standard deviation studies 

certainly seems to be, bo~out in this last study. All the compari

sons yield 's.d' s or more than three except in the case or the J-T3 

compar1sQns, in which case the s.d's are not a great deal less than 

three. Again the consistent pattern ot significant differences could 

cast doubt upon Johnson's authorship ot any of the test samples. 

Ihring the previous studies two words seemed as it they might 

be crited8, for identifying J obnson 's style; they were the words ''by'' 

and til". It seemed that there was a chance that John$on used the 

word ''by" lQ,Ore frequently than other writers and the word. ttI" less 

freq.l."tly. In order to provide a sampling wider than was available 

for the other tests, occurrences ot these words were counted inanually 

in a number otJohnson and non-Johnson samples, which were contemporary 

to the test samples in question in the other studies. A sample ot 

roughly 2,000 -words -would be counted aut, and. then the occurrences'. ot 

the two words in question would. be counted. Table Number Twenty~t"wd~. 'tdb,,

lat.. the results of this count and gives the percent eacb..Ct)bse~at1on

is or the total 1'1Umber of words in the sample • "Table Number Twenty.th(l'i} e.. 
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shows the significance of the differences found by shold.ng how many 

standard deviations each percentage is from the mean tor the J obnscn 

samples. 

The results ot this etudy were not at all encouraging. For 

the word IIby" Johnson was indeed found to be consistent within him

self'; the standard deviations are seen to vary only between t and 2* 
s.d's. But it can also be seen that the non--Johnson and F1elding 

samples also varied from the Johnson mean by a similar s.d. variation. 

As for the word "I", -Johnson did not show consistency within himself, 

two o,f the samples ranging further than J s.d.'. from the J omson 

mean. Once again an almost identical pattem is seen to be formed 

when the Johnson mean, is compared to the findings for the test 

samples and the Fielding samples. On the basis of the samples con

sidered, it does not seem that the words "by" and "I" can be used 

as criteria tor the identification of the Johnsonian style. 

, TABLE NUMBER TWENTY-TWO IfIt.I': 
"BY" AND "1" IN JOHNSON SAMPLES 

1. Review ot .tA Journal of ilght Days Joumey" - 1757 (2004 words) 
by - 1:3 occurrences - •6% 
I - 12 occurrences - .6~

2. "Life of Milton" - 1779 - 81 (2024 words) 
by - 11 occurrenoes - .5% 
I - 7 occurences - .3~

J. Rambler NuD1ber 4.- 1750 (1822 words) 
by - 20 occurrences - 1.11
I - 2 occurrences - .1~

4. Preface to the Di.ctionary - 1755 (1984 words) 
by - 1; occurrence,s - .8~
I - 2?occurrenoet. - 1'.4% 

5. Lt.te ot Savage - 1748 (2012 words) 
by - 25 occurrences - 1.2% 
I - 1 0 ccurrence - .05" 

6. The Plan or a Dictionary - 1747 (2000 words) 
by - 20 occurrences - 1% 
I - 18 occurrences - .CJ1, 



TABLE NUMBER TWENTY-TWO "A" (concluded) 

7. Misargyrust s Account of His Companions in neet Street
Adventurer I 53 - 1753 (1488 words)
by - 10 occurrenoes - .6%
I - 7 occurrenoes - .5%

8. M1sargyrus' s Account Con~uded, Adventuar # 62 - 1753 (1837 words) 
by - 17 occurrences - .9~
I - 7 occuzwrences - .4% 

9. Numbers 7 and 8 combined (3319 words)
by - 27 occurrences - .8%
I - 14 ocou.r:rences - .4%

10. liOn the Trades of London" Agventurer 167 - 1753 (1967 words) 
by - 25 ocou.rrences - 1.3% 
I - 2 Occurrences - .1% 

11. ~'H1story of a Young Woman" Rambler 112 - 1750 (2243 words) 
by - 14 occurrences - .6% 
I ~ 6ij.' OCClrrences- 2.91> 

TABLE NUMBm TWENTY-TWO ItB": 
"Bt'AND "I" IN FIELDING SAMPLES 

1. ft1'he True Patriot" - 1745
by - . 8 occurrences - .4~
I - 29 0 ccurrenoes - 2.9~

2.' CoYW GardSJOSmal, f33 -1752 (19.58 words)
by - 7 occurrences - .4%
I - 53 occurrences - 2.7%

3. Covent Gamen Journal, #12 - 1752 (1849 words)
by - 14 occurrences - .8~
I - 17 0 ccurrences - .9%

4. Qgyeqt Garden Journal, #15 - 1752 (1664 words)
by - 11 occurrences - .7%
I - 11 occurrences - .7f,

.5. ~x@n1< !lams ~oy.ma1, #23 - 1752(1812 words)
by - 13 occurrences - .7~
I - 16 occurrences - .9~

6. Covent Gams ioumiW" 12~ - 1752 (1949 words)
by -8 occurrences - .4~
I -21 occurrences - 1.1%

7. The Jacob!te Journal, 134- 1748 (1964 words)
by - '7 occurrences - .4%
I . - 40 0 ccurrences - .2% 

TABLE NUMBER TWENTY-TWO ftc" 
"BY" AND "I" IN NON-JOHNSON SAMPLES 

1. Gibbon, Edward, The Decline and Fall. of the dRoman .Empire,
Chapter XV - 17t6 (2012 words).. . .
by - 17 ocou.rrences _ .8%



TABLE NUMBlil. TWENTY-TWO "c" (concluded) 

2. Hume, David, nor Tragedy" - 1757 (2011 words) 
by - 21 occurrences - 1% 

3. Goldsmith, Oliver, liThe Cltizen ot the World" (Letters f21, 117) 
1760, 1761 (2068 words) 
by - 6 occurrences - .31' I - 13 OCCUXTences- .6% 

4. Ihrke, Ed.na1nd, "Reflections ot the Revolution in Francet' - 1790 
by - 18 OCCUXTences - .7% I - 3 occurrences - .2fj, (1998. words) 

,. Burke, Ed.na1nd, ttLetters to a Noble Lord" - 179.5-6 (2004 words) 
by - 11 occurrences - .5%' I .. - 63 occurrences - 3.1% 

6. Hawlcesworth, Adventurer 17, "Alexander and a Highwayman" - 1753 
by - 15 occurrences - .9'/J. I.;. 10 occurrences - .6% (1695 words) 

8. Hawkesworth, Mxentit!rf52, "Distresses or an Author" - 1753 
by - 23 occurrences - 1.1% I - 81 occurrences - 4% (2013 words) 

9. Chapone, jAvsturu;:, 178, "History or Fidelia Continued - 1753 
by • 17 occu.rr~oes ••9% I • 62 occurrences .- 3.1% (2000 words) 

TABLE NUMBlE TWENTY.THREE:
STANDARD DEVIATION ANALYSIS OF TlIE smDY BASED ON THE WORDS "BY"AND "I"

BY I BY I BY I 
Johnson 
1.25 
1.75 
1.25 

.25 

.15 
3.6 * 

.93 
1.1 

Non-Johnson 
.25 3.4* 

2.75 '.1 
.75 "~3

1.75 .008 

fielding 
2.25 
2.25 
~ .25 
".75 

.15 
2.04 
3.8 * 

.6 
1.75 1.0 .25 .3 .75 .15 

.75 
1.25 
.25 

.3., 
.46 

.25 
1.25 

.25 

.6 
2.04 

2.25 
2.25 

5.16* 
2.04 

.25 
2.25 
1.25 

.46

.9',.4 * 
.75 

In concluding one's consideration of these various studies ot 

oCcurrenoes ot trequentwords, it is possible to come to some ten

tative conclusions in spite ot the obvious difficulties experienced in 

performing the tests • The chi-square tests, while yielding highly 

erratic and sometiJaes dubious results presumably because· 80 few 

samples were used, nonetheless occasionally produce some evidence to 

suggest that Johnson did not 'Write any ot the test samples. Results 
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found for the words "and", "that", "to", "in", and "which", while 

indicating considerable consistency within the Johnson samples otten 

indicate a much lower degree of similarity when Johnson is compared 

to the test samples. While some of the Johnson-test sample compari

sons for these words indicate a high degree of similarlty, all of the 

test samples dif'f'ergreatly at some point or other. 

As f'or the standard dev1ationstudies based. upon the occur

rences ot several words coDlbined, it must be remembered that since 

the standard. deviation scores are based upon a derlvednumber in 

each of these instances, not toomuoh weight may be attached to their 

significance. In each case a sum of' differences of percentages for a 

group of words was found in comparing two samples. Then this sum was 

compared with a similar sum found in comparing two other samples. It 

is these sums which were used as the basis for the standard deviation 

analysis in each case. I have included the results from th.ese studies 

simply because they do seem to indicate a pattern. It was seen that 

each of' the test sample-JohnsoJ) sample oomparisons except the Tj 

comparisons differed. significantly from the inter-Johnson comparisons 

at some point in the studies. 

While the numbers used. in the studies of the words ''by'' and ttl" 

are unquestionably valid for use in a standard deviation analysis, 

the results of the study based on them was not encouraging since 

either Johnson was not consistent within himself or else no signifi

cant differences at all were found. 

Nonetheless, the general tendency of these studies based on 

word occu.rrence is to suggest wi.th some consistency that there is 
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evid.ence to cast doubt upon J chnson! s authorship or the works in 

question. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

SIDDIES BASED ON \\ORr) AND Sb1iTENCEOODING 

The first task undertaken once samples were chosen was to try 

to think of as many m.echanical factors as possible that could conceiv

ably identify the Jomsoman style. Receiving special attention in 

this· endeavour were grammatical factors. When each grammatical unit 

that one wished to count was identified on the computer punch cards 

by a code number followin g the un1t, the cornputer was easily able to 

count the occurrence of these units just as it had counted occurrence 

of words. Each word in several of the samples was designated by a 

code number which identified it grammatically. By placing code 

numbers at the ends of clauses, phrases and sentences, one was also 

able. to identify larger grammatical units. In addition to this} an 

attempt was made to identify which words were philosophic and which 

sentences contained parallelism, antithesis, and inversion as these 

terms are explained in W•.K. Wimsatt's books, Ille Prose Stile ot. 

Samuel Johns~p andPh11osopbic Words. Of course, one must realize that 

such an endeavour is essentiallysubjective and therefore is at odds 

with the general parpose of this study to find objective ways ot 

id.enti.fy1ng Johnson's style. Below is &. list of the coding used. 

WJRD OODE NUMBERS <at the end of each word) 

00 - word forming part of a two or several. word grammatical unit 
01 - concrete noun (parlicular,sensory) 
02 - concrete phil:~sophie noun 

61 
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03 - abstract noun (general, non-sensory) 
04 - abstract philosophic noun 
05 - personal pronoun 
06 - .interrogativa pronoun 
07 - relative pronoun 
08 - demonstrative pronoun 
09 - other pronoun 
10 - gerund 
11 - inf1nitive as a noun 
12 - qualitative adjective 
13 - philosophic qualitative adjective 
14 - quantitative adjective
15 - interrogative adjective 
16 - relative adjective 
17 - demonstrative adjective 
18 - article 

19 - participle 
20 - intinitive as an adjective 

21 - COPlla verb 
22 - action intransitive verb 
23 - action intransitive philosophic verb 
24 - action transitive verb, active voice 
2.5 - action transitive philosophic verb, active voice 
26 - action transitive verb, passive voice 
27 - action transitive philosophic verb t passive voice 

28 - adverb modifying a verb 
29 - philosophic adverb modifying a verb 
30 - adverb modifying an adjective 
31 - philosophic adverb modifying an adjective 
32 - adverb modifying an adverb 
33 - philosophic adverb modifying an adverb 

)4 - intinitive as an adverb 

3.5 - preposition 

36 - co-ordinate conjunction
37 - subordinate conjunction 

38 -interjection 

39 - expletive 
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40 - indetinite pronoun29 
41 - indefinite adjective 
42 - personal pronoun possessive case 
43 - adverb modifying a verbal 
44 -philosophic gerund 
45 - philosophic participle 
46 - philosophic infinitive as a noun 
47 - philosophic infinitive as an adjective 
48 - philosophic infinitive as an adverb 

CLAUSE WDE NUMBb1tS - (at the end ot each clause) - preceded by the 
symbol tI=" 

1 - principal clause 
2 - subordinate adverb clause 
J - subordinate adjective clause 
4 - subordinate noun clause as subject
5 - subordinate noun clause as object 
6 - subordinate noun clause as object ot a preposition
7 - subordinate noun clause as complement 

SENTENCE OODE NUMBERS - (at the end ot each sentence ) - preceded by 
the symbol "' tt 

01 - doublets with one unit per part 
02 - doublets with two units per part 
03 - doublets ldth three units per part 
04 - doublets with tour un!ts per part 
05 - triplets with one unit per part 
06 - triplets with two units per part 
07 - triplets with three units per part. 
08 - triplets with tour units per part 

09 - parallel achieved by conjunctive or· disjunct!ve words 
10 -parallel achieved by syntax or words 
11 - parallel achieved. by repetition ot identical "WOrds 

12 - parallelism for exact range
13 - parallelism tor illustration 
14 - parallelism to assert two or more different aspects ot a third idea 
15 - parallelism ot abstraot words with the same idea at the base 
16 - parallelism for emphasis 

17 - antithetical parallel 
18 - parallel construction without parallel meaning 

29Code Numbers 40 to 48 were added after I began to work on the 
text and found that I needed them; it is tor this reason that they 
were not included in a more logical pos!tion in the list ot code 
numbers. 



19 - direct antithesis
20 - negative implication through a comparative
21 - negative1mp1ication through expression of excess (too)
22 - negative implication by statement with an exception
2,3 - implicit antithesis

24 - A in X. n.tA1 in X antithesis
25,~A in X but B in X antithesis
26- A in X, not .Ai in Xl antithesis
2? - A in X but B in Y antithesis r

, ,28 - antithesis by comparative joining 
29 - antithesis by relative joining 
.30 - antithesis by a prepositional joining 

.31 - parallelism held to the end for ,emphasis

.32 - chiasmus
,.3 - variety of parallel

34 - subject-verb inversion 
35 - phrase or clause modifier put first in the sentence 
.36 - inversion of object 
.3? - inversion w:l.th wide separation of element and. word upon which it 

depends
38 - unidiomatic inversion of noun in oblique case

.39 - quadroplets with one unit per part.30
40 - quadruplets with two units per' part
41 - quadruplets with three units per part
42 - quadruplets with four units per part
4) - quadruplets with five or more units per part
44 - doublets with tiva or more units per part
4; - triplets with five or more units per part)1

After the above code list had been established, it was applied 

to three of the chosen texts as they were punched on oomplter cards. 

Each card was given a number to identify the text, page num.ber, and 

card number in order to insure that the cards would always be treated 

.3°Code numbers'.39 to 45 were added. after coding was begun and 
it was disoovered that they were needed • 

.31
The factors identified by the sentence cede numbers are ex

plained in detail in Chapters I to IV or W. K. Wimsatt's book, .Ib!. 
Prose style of be:;t, Jolmson, pp. 15-?.3. They are oomplicated, and 
since they would require a very lengthy explanation, no attempt to 
elucidate tbem is made here. 
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in proper order. &lds of line in the text were indicated by the 

symbol It//n, and ends of the page by the symbol" / tt: . A capital 

letter on a proper noun was indicated by an asterisk (*) • Capital 

letters at the beginning of sentences were assumed to exist and could 

be counted by summing the number of periods in the text, since 

periods after abbreviations were omitted. 

As can be readily seen, the type ot coding undertaken was very 

slow and arduous. For this reason only four samples were coded in 

this manner,. Rambler Numbers 139 and 140 as a control sample and the 

reviews of '1-, Wdll and Qt:asli as test samples.32 From the results 

of this amount of coding it was hoped to find which code numbers gave 

promise of identifying Johnsoman charaoteristics and which numbers 

might be omitted from future coding on the ground.s that on the basis 

of the first three samples coded, they did not seem likely to produce 

any entena for identifying J omson t s style. 

In· order to interpret the results of the eompllter counts under 

each code number, it was necessary to change each value to a percent

age ot the total number of words in each sample, an operation made 

necessary by the fact that the samples were not all exactly the same 

length. Then the percentages for eachot the code numbers were 

compared by subtracting the value of one from its cOXTesponding value 

in each of the other coded samples. Then by ignoring the postt1ve or 

negative signs of the figures obtained, all these subtrahends were 

32The fourth test sample was neither Johnsonian nor unknown 
but two eArpts put together trom the Covent Gamen Journal by 
Henry Fiel'ding. 
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added for each of the samples. If the totals thus found were very 

similar, no conolusionoould be drawn, for one would have no way of 

knowing whether this result was caused by the fact that the articles 

were all written by the same author or whether one had simply been 

counting factors which occur at about the same rate in all author's 

works. If' the totals indicated a great difference between the samples 

- if, for example, the sum for the Johnson sample were separated from 

that of one of the samples by a factor of, say, three - then one might 

reasonably conclude that the same author likely did not write both the 

artioles. Of course, such a study is hampered as were several other 

of the studies described in this thesis by not having any valid test 

for statistical significance. 

The ponderous tables resulting from the above calculations 

involving the 48 word code numbers have not been included here because 

they did not yield any worthwhile results. When the percentages of 

words under each code number was added up for the Johnson sample and 

subtracted from the first test sample total, a figure of 50.1 was 

found. The sum of differenoes for the comparison between the Johnson 

sample and the second test sample was 26.7 and for the comparison 

between the Johnson sample and the Fielding sample was 28.24. Clearly 

none of the totals differ from any of the others by a factor of three. 

The first total is almost twice as large as the other two, but is 

hardly large enough to be significant. Unfortunately aseoond J eanscn 

sample with which to compare the first one was not coded in this 

manner. &t in view of the fa~tthat little encouragement is gleaned 

from the totals that were fOlHId '" And that this kind of coding is 
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frightfully tedious and time-consuming, further coding did not seem 

worthwhile. 

A similar study based upon these four samples was conducted 

upon the basis of the number of different words instead of the total 

number of words as in the last study. That is, the complter reported 

the number ot different words under each code number and the number 

ot different words in each sample. One could then translate the 

values gleaned into percentages in the Salle way as with the last 

study. The three totals thus arrived. at once again were too large to 

suggest any very close similarity. When the Johnson sample was 

compared with each of the other samples, the totals found were .50, 

29.9 and 42.8. Once again the totals are rather large and not suffi

ciently different from one another to indicate any significant differ

enees , 

The next endeavour undertaken was an attempt to find patterns 

in results for individual code numbers or a combination thereof. 

Perhaps one or several of them would show consistent differences 

between the J obnson sample and the other samples. In looking at the 

table based on percentages of the total number of different words 

represented by each code number, one does notice that the .f'igures for 

code numbers 02, 04, 13, 2.5, 27 and 41 do seem to show considerable 

differences. In each case differences are of a factor of at least 

tour, and in some cases a much larger factor when the Johnson sample. 

is compared to the Fielding sam})le. &t when comparisons are made to 

the test salIlplea, the differences are more in the area of a factor of 

two, thus casting doubt on the existence of any real dirferences. It 
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mst also be noted that in several instances the value for a code 

number represented only a very smallnulI1ber of occurrences, and a 

difference from another sample by a large factor was not necessarily 

indicative of a significant difference. Also one notices that code 

numbers 02, 04, 13, 25, and 27 represent philosophic words, those the 

classification of which was most open to subjective influences. For 

these reasons one must be very hesitant in placing any value upon any 

differences noted in the above examination. 

A similar .comparison was made on the basis of the tabulations 

for the total number of wo~,s in the samples and results similar to 

those for the total number of different words were found. Codenumber 

13 seemed to show a great difference between the Johnson sample, the 

Fielding sample and theG!l Blas review, but code number 17 did not 

show any great differences in this study as it did in the former study. 

Later more samples were coded and particular attention was 

given to the code numbers isolated in the' last two studies. The test 

samples of the aecount, and review" of :I'he Brothers and Constantwe and 

the collected. J ehnscn samples were the ones chosen for coding. Size

able differences were noticed between the Johnson sample and the two 

test samples,but between the Johnson sample and the collected .sample 

, . . -rw~..,ty-~"'"
no such large differences we~ found. Tables Numbers;"A">;';~ and 
TW~nty- .fIVl! . . -, 
•.,,:/\:,1'_ give a tabulation of all the results for the studies concern

ing the restricted list of code numbers. 
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TABLE NUMBER TWENTY-FOUR: 
OOMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS UNDER CER

TAIN OODE NUMBERS 

JI-Tl Jl-T2 Jl-T3 Jl-T4 Jl-Coll. Jl-F 

02 
04 
l' 
17 

.4 
2.1 
1 

.1 

.3 

.7.,

.4 

.; 
,.45 
1.2 
.5 

.; 
3.5 
1.2 

.4 

.46 
2.4 

.7 

.8 

.4; 
3.55 
1.15 
1.' 

25 
27 
41' 

.2 

.1 
0-

.5 

.6 
...t.2 

.8., 

.4-
.8 
.3 

-s1 

.5 

.1 

.8-
.7 
.2.5 

...&... 

'.9 ).7 7.2; 6.8 ,.76 8.2, 

TABLE NUMBER TWENTY-FIVE: 
OOMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGES OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DIFFERENT WORDS 

UNDER CmTAIN cons NUMBERS 

Jl-Tl Jl-T2 J1-T3 Jl-T4 J1-Coll. Jl-F 

02 .7 .7 1.1 1.1 1.01 1 
04 4.2 1.' 7.7 7.; 5.1 7.7 
13 2.4 .7 2.9 2.9 1.8 2.8 
17 0 .4 ., .2 ., .4 
2; .9 1.1 2 2 1.4 1.8 
27 1.2 1.; 1.8 1.8 .9 1.7 
41 ~ 1,2 1.1 ...,j A 1.4 

9.6 6.9 16.9 16. 11.11 16.8 

The above tables show SWl1S of differences of percentages of 

occurrences under the seven chosen code numbers. One notes that these 

sums in both tables tend to be smaller. for comparisons between the 

1he,Ydr~
Johnson sample and the first two .test samples thar.. '~'\ 'for compari

sons between J chnscn and any of the other' samples. There is also a 

slight, tendency for the Johnson-collected sample total to be. smaller 

than those for the comparison between J ohnsonand the latter two test 
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samples. It would seem that the first two test samples and the col

lected sample are more like Johnson than are the Fielding sample and 

the latter two test samples. But again we have no test of statistical 

significance to tell us whether or not these differences are 1r1eamng

tul. 

A .fUrther comparison undertaken was based on the number of 

words to be found under each part ot speech in the various samples. 

By adding the numbers under appropriate code numbers, it was easy to 

find out how many nouns, pronouns, etc. there were in each of the 

samples ooded.Table Numbers Twenty-Six and Twenty-seven show the 

results of this tabulation by subtraoting the various percentages to 

find differences and then adding the differences. 

TABLE NUMBER TWENTY-SIX: 
OOMPARlSON OF THE PERCENTAGES OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS UNDER EACH 

GRAMMATICAL HEADING 

J1-T1 J1-T2 J1-T3 J1-T4 J1-Coll. Jl-F 

nouns 1.3 .1 2.1 .8 2.1 3. 
pronouns 6.7 3.4 2.9 4.1 •.5 3. 
adjectives 8.5 3.9 5.3 7.9 1.4 5.9 
verbs 1•.5 1.8 1.3 1. .6 .1 
adverbs 2.3 1.7 1.4 1.2 1.3 2.4 
conjUnc1iions 1.7 .1 2.1 1.1 .,5 .5 
prepositions 1.7 1.4 .3 1.1 2.3 1.6 
verbals ...Ll ~ .......&l ~ -t.!t ..J.&&

total 24.8 12.9 15.7 19.,5 9.1 17.7 
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TABLE NUMBEIi TWENTY-SEVEN:
WMPARISON OF THE PERCENTA.GES OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DIFFlmENT\«>RDS

UNDm EACH GRAMMATICAL HEADING 

J1-Tl Jl-T2 Jl-T3 J1-T4 Jl-Coll. Jl-F 

nouns 9.4 7.5 6.7 10.8 6.1 8.4 
pronouns .7 

I 

.4 1.1 .1 1.2 2.5 
adjectives 7.7 3.1 7.7 7.9 ).1 2. 
verbs 8.6 6.9 6.5 6.1 1.5 2.1 
adverbs 2. 2.6 1.9 1•.5 .6 1.8 
conjunctions 1. .1 1.1 .5 .5 .4 
prepositions ., .1 .) .1 .8 .3 
verbals ..J..:j 1.8 1,2...i&.. ~ ...la

'total I )4.7 22.2 27.1 32.3 15.0 20.,5 

TABLE NUMBER TWENTY-EIGHT: 
PmtCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF WORDS UNDER EACH OF THE GRAMMATICAL 

HEADINGS 

Jl '1'1 '1'2 F 1'3 '1'4 collected 

nouns 23.) 22 23.2 20.3 25.4 24.1 21.2 
pronouns 8.2 14.9 11.6 11.2 11.1 12.) 8.7 
adjectives 20 11.5 16.1 14.1 14.7 12.1 18.6 
verbs 9.5 11 11.) 9.4 10.8 10.5 10.1 
adverbs 5.7 ).4 4 8.1 4.3 4.5 7 
conjunctions 73. 5.6 7.2 6.8 5.2 6.2 7.8 
verbals 4.8 5.9 5.3 3.6 5.1 7.1 4.4 

TABLE NUMBER TWENTY-NINE: 
PERCBNTAGE OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DIFFERENT lDRDS UNDER EACH OF THE 

GRAMMATICAL HEADINGS 

Jl '1'1 '1'2 F T3 T4 collected 

nouns 42 32.6 34.5 33.6 35.3 31.2 35.9 
pronouns 3.3 4 '.7 5.8 4.4 ,.4 4.5 
adjectives 17.2 9.,5 14.1 15.2 9.,5 9.3 14.1 
verbs 15.6 24.2 22.,5 13.; 22.1 21.7 17.1 
adverbs 9.4 7.4 6.8 11.2 7.,5 7.9 10 
conjunctions 2.8 ·1.8 2.7 2.4 1.7 2.) 2.3 
verbals 10.,5 1.5•.5 12 7.; 12.3 15.8 9.3 
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Heither in eXQIining the totals of percentage differences in 

Tables Numbers Twenty-six and Twenty-seven nor in considering the 

actual percentage figures for each at the various parts of speech in 

Tables Numbers Twenty-Eight and Twenty-Nine can there be seen to be 

any marked differences among the samples. Some at the figures are 

rou-ghly twice as big as some of the others, but this can hardly be 

seen to represent a significant difference. It would seem that the 

writer(s) of all the samples seemed to use parts of speech in about 

the same proportions. 

It was hoped that by identityingeach of the clauses in the 

samples as falling into oneot the seven categories of clause~

any distinctions between Johnson and. Fielding in this respect might 

be detected. Then by comparing the results ot the Johnson sample 

with those of the test samples, a conclusion as to the probability of 

Johnson's authorship ot them might be formed. Tables Numbers Thirty 

and Thirty-one show the results of this tabulation. 

TABLE NUMBER THIRTY: 
PBRCENTAGE OF CLAD SES UNDER EACH roDE NUMBER 

Jl Tl T2 T3 T4 cen, F 

01 44 45.4 58.4 52.4 48.8 46.9 49.2 
02 20 11.6 14.,5 11.9 19.6 25.8 21.2 
03 21.7 17.6 11.4 16.8 17.) 18~1 20.7 
04 .6 0 1.2 .5 1.2 2.3 ., 
0.5 2.9 19.9 13.9 16.2 7.1 2.) 4.1 
06 8.6 5.6 .6 2.2 4.2 3.8 4.1 
07 2.3 0 0 0 1.8 .7 0 
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TABLE NUMBER THIRTY-ONE: 
SJM OF THE DIFFERDCES OF pmCENTAGES OF THE CLAUSES UNDER EACH OODE 

NUMBER, 

J1-T1 J1-T2 Jl-T3 Jl-T4 J1-Coll. J1-F 

01 1.4 14.4 8.4 14.6 2.9 5.2 
02 
03 

8.4 
4.1 

,.5 
10.3 

8.1 
4.9 

.4 
4.4 

,.8 
3.6 

1.2 
1. 

04 .6 .6 .1 ,.6 1.7 .1 
0.5 17. 11. 13.3 4.2 .6 1.2 
06 3. 8. 6.4 4.4 4.8 4.5 
07 ...z....J. ...z....J. ...z....J. -....2 ..l:.2 ...z....J. 

total 36.8 44.9 43.5 19.1 21. 15.5 

From Table NulI1ber Thirty-One it does not seem .possible to see 
".\ 

any criteria developing except possibly in the case of code num.ber 05, 

.noun clauses used as subject. In that instance it seems that the 

Jolmson sample, the collected sample and the Fielding sample are sim

ilar, but that the Johnson sample is greatly different from any of the 

test samples. From this finding it would seem that there is ,4 possib

ility that J obnson did not write any of the test samples but that the 

collected sample is much more likely to have been written by him. But 

thisconolusion does not seem to be supported by the sums of differences 

recorded in Table Number: 'Th .t'1y...- e ,'rea.. These totals do .not show any 

very great differences among one another. Because so tew and such 

short samples were used, and especially because there was not a second 

J OMson sample COded, it seems unlikely that this study ot occurrence 

of clauses can produce a .criterion for identifying Johnson's style. 

It would be a dubious undertaking to attempt to elicit any 

evidence from the results of the sentence coding performed. As the 
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coding progr~ssed, it became inoreasingly apparent that, as with the 

coding of philosophic words, the identification of parallelism and 

antithesis was based upon very subjective judgment and probably even 

varied from. coding session to coding session. For this reason sentence 

coding was done only for tile first Johnson sample and the first two 

test samples. The tabulations of the computer counts for the sentence 

coding y1.elde,d SOJ1e differences that seemed rather large, but these 

tabulations are not included here because no significance 1s attachecl. 

to this study. Data guessingly arrived at yields ambiguous results. 

The Plrpose of the inclusion of the foregoing chapter is mainly 

to report the nature of some of the more futile work undertaken in 

this study; it is not to arrive at or to help support anything in the 

way of conclusions. Because of the subjective nature of many of the 

items that had to be identified by code numbers, the insufficient 

number of control samples, and the inability to apply tests of signif

icance to the results obtained, the results quite predictably are 

close to worthless. Were further study to be undertaken, more approp.

riate samples and more scientific techniques might be employed. Such 

. study was not undertaken because of the completely discouraging 

results of the worlt that was done and because of the excessive tedious

ness of the work and the excessive amount of oomputer· time required 

for coding and prooessing many more samples. 

Keeping in mind the dUbious nature ot the above studies and 

taking any results they yield only tor what they may be worth, one 

notes that the results of all the studies in this chapter seem to 

suggest very tentatively that the collected sample~" i$ a little more 
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like the J chnsen sample than are any of the test samples or the 

Fielding sample, a possible hint that Johnson may have written only 

the latter parts of the reviews in question but not the former parts 

outlining plots. As with the studies in earlier chapters, there is no 

hint at all that Johnson might have written the third and fourth test 

samples, and only a few very sl1ghthints that herrdght have written 

the first two. At least these studies do not contradict any of the 

earlier more conclusive ones. 



CHAPrER EIGHT 

aJNNING GLOSSARY CDMPARISONS 

One of the remarkable teats performed by a digital complter is 

the making ot a xunning glos.sary of a given textual sample. That is, 

it can stop periodically in the counting of the number of different 

words and report how many different words have been used in the sample 

up to that point. One of the studies made, therefore, involved 

having the computer stop counting every hundred 'NOrdsand tell how 

many different words had been used up to each ot theaepoints. 

One might suppose that in view of J oMson' s magnificent vocabu

lary, he might tend to use more different words than do other writers, 

and that the usual tendency of a writer to repeat words as he con

tinues to write in an article would be less pronounced in Johnson than 

in other wr1ters. In an earlier· study it has already been suggested 

that the ratio of dirterent words to total words does not seem to 

identify Johnson t s style. That is, he does not seem. to have a higher 

proportion of different words than do other writers. But perhaps if 

one were to plot the rate at which the ratio of different words to 

total 'WOrds decreases, he might note that J obnson' s rate of decrease 

is slower than that of other writers. Worldng on this theory, graphs 

show1ng this relationship were made. At each hundred word point the 

percent or thenum.ber or ditf'~nt words .which had already occurred 
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samples reach their peak ratio early and then proceed to diminish. 

But Johnson sample 2 reaches a high ratio of 10.3% in the first 

hundred lfOrds and then diminishes rapidly in the next several hundred 

words. Johnson sample 4 has a lower peak of only 8.6% which it 

doesn't reach until the 200 word marie, and then the ratio does not 

drop off so quickly. The Fielding sample, with what seems like 

mal1c1ous intent, seems to steer a middle course between the two 

Johnson samples. 

As the process of making rwming glossary takes a relatively 
ClAd 

large amount of computertime'l\on the basis of the unpromising results 

ot the first samples, it did not seem justifiable to put more samples 

through this process. Thu.s on the basis oforily three samples, one 

may conclude that the rate of decrease of the ratio of different 

words to total words does not seem likely to be a cntenon for 

identifying Johnson's writing. 



CHAPTER NINE 

CONCIDSION 

Since the results of each of the various studies undertaken for 

this t~s1s have been swmnarized. at the ends of their respective chap.. 

ters t it seems unnecessary· to present a detailed summary here. Inone 

. final table below is presented a su.mma.ry of the re~lts of each study 

which showed statistically significant differences to exist between 

any of the test samples and the Johnson samples. 

TABLE THE LAST: SJMMARY 

Tl T2 TJ T4 

Chapter III Sentence Length 
- Mean x x x 
-Median x 
- Third Qiartile x x x x 

CHAPl'ER IV Word Length 
- standard Deviation 

(sum of differences) x x 
- Median x x x 
- Third·Qlart1le x 

Chapter V Number of "and' s tt 

- Mean x x 
Chapter VI Most Frequent Words 

- Chi-square studies 
- "and" x x 
- "that" X x x 
_"to" x x x x 
- "in" x x x 
- "whieh" x x x x 

- Standard Deviation 
- 15"word list x 
- 12 word list x x 
- Beword list x x 
- 7 word list 

(individual 
comparisons) x x x* 

(compared to total 
Johnson . sample ) x x x* x 
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N.B. An "x" indicates a statistically significant difference from 
Johnson, while an 'IX*" indicates a significant difference subject to 
certain exceptions. 

While the summary table includes the results of only those 

studies which showed statistically significant differences between 

the Johnson s_ples and the test samples, it is to be noted that the 

less conclusive studies did not yield results in any way contradictox-y 

to those results tabulated. While all the results have been by no 

means conclusive, ,they seem to be at least consistent enough to cast 

sorne doubt upon the theory that Johnson wrote the articles in question. 

Of course, the l:1mitations of the foregoing studies J'JIUst not be 

forgotten. In the first place, the samples were very short and were 

obtained by splicing two articles in several cases, a practice which 

admittedly may interrupt any tendencies that might have been seen 

to have been developing in a longer sample. Even sentence lengths 

may not be completely accurate in view of the fact that punctuation 

in the Eighteenth Century had nothing like the consistency that it has 

today. For example, in the ~ articles in <pestion, a dash was often 

used in the same way that a period is used today. In several instan

ces it was necessary to attempt to re-punctuate the sentences as they 

would have been written today,. an attempt wb1ch once again leads us 

into the realm of the subjeotive. The fact that so few samples were 

used, particularly in some of the sentence and word coding studies, 

also makes it veX7 difficult to see patterns developing or to put a 

great deal of faith in any that one does see. And, perhaps worst of 

all, the nature of some of the studies made it very difficult to 
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establish tests of statistical significance, a fact that renders some 

of the studies of even more dubious validity. Of course, such tests 

were applied wherever possible. 

It is easy at this point to see short-cuts that might have been 

taken in obtaining more and better results and to see other and better 

approaches that .m1ght have been used. One indignantly asks why so much 

time was wasted in this or that futile enterprise or why some other 

,obviously more sound approach was not used. The reason, of course, 

is the pristine statistical naivite of this researcher when he under

took the project. Were he to undertake another project of this sort, 

there are several pitfalls he would avoid. In the first place, no 

attempt would be made at word and sentence coding. Not only is such 

an effort subjective, but it requires almost as much time to code an 

article as it would to count out all the occurrences of factors man

ually. Thus it is hardly an effort that ought to be connected wi.th a 

computer study the whole purpose of which 1s to enable one to count 

a great many things in a very short time. Thus effort would be 

limited to sueh matters as word and sentence length and the occurrence 

of various words. ~ch aspects also have the advantage that tests of 

statistical significance can easily be applied.. Secondly, much great

er effort would be made to produce a valid sampling or Johnson's work. 

Control samples of considerably greater length would be used, the 

only criteria being that they be definitely known to have been written 

by Johnson and that they be of similar subject and contemporary with 

the test samples. If only simple factors were counted, then many 

more samples could be put through the computer, and a much more valid 
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sampling could be obtained. Once having established criteria that 

are seen to be consistent throughout this much 1d.der sampling of 

Johnson's work, one could then apply the same tests to the test 

samples. The main point is that one would not even .consider the test 

samples until he had found factors in the Johnson samples which could 

be deuwnstrated to· occur in a consistent fashion. After comparing 

the test samples. to the improved Johnson suples on the basis. or the 

J ehnaon criteria established, one could then apply tests or statisti

cal significance to any differences noted. 

The· Gentleman'sNagazine provides fertile ground for other 

test samples. Critics have attributed many articles to Johnson on 

subjective grounds. For example, other articles of dramatic criti

Cism so attribu.ted by Artblr Sherbo3J include the remarks and account 

of The Bl;a9ls Prince in 1750, the reviews ot Cibber's The 0mAAe and 

Stevens' Distress Uponp.istressin 1752, Hoore' s The Gamester and 

Glover's BOI~cea in 1753, and the reviews or Pb;\loclea,Virsinia and 

Whitehead'sCreusa 1n 1754. While some of these reviews of London 

plays contemporary 14th Johnson' s association with the £!! an too 

short to be of use as test samples, many of them are quite suitable. 

Not all the YH articles attributed to Johnson are of dramatic cdticism. 

SherboJ4 turtherattributes the 1739 letter d.efending the .9!1, "Appeal 

)'Sherbo t Arthur, "Samuel Johnson and the Gentleman's Magaane," 
John§o!)i!.an studies (Clifford, J. L., and Greene, D. J., Magdi Wahba, 
ed. ), pp. 133-159. 

34Sher bo , Artblr, "Two Additions to the Johnson Qanon", Jouma}.
at &g1110 and Germanic Philologl, LII, 1953, pp. 543-48. 
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to the Public", and the 1747 abridgment of tfForeign Affairs" to him. 

J aeob Le~.35 attributes the "Pampbilus" letters of 17.38 to him. 

D. J. Greene36 attributes many 911 articles to Johnson including "'S. 

J.'on Swearing", "the Character ot the Lilllputian Senators" t 1740, 

"The Debate on the .Removal of the Hanoverian Troops", 1744, The 

"Dissertations" on the Export of Wool, 1743, "The Jests of Hierocles'" t 

1741, It Foreign History", 1742, 1748, "Foreign Books", 1741-174.3, and 

"Some Account 01 the Present State ot Controversy Concerning MiltQn's 

Imitation of the Modems", 1750. Jacob Leed also attributes the 1742 

essay on the Ihchess of Marlborough to Johnson's pen.'7 These are 

but a tewor the slightly longer articles in the £!l! that have >been; 

tentatively ascribed to Johnson and that would make suitable test 

samples tor. further studies of this sort. 

Though the problem otthe shortness ot the test samples 1d.ll 

continue to plague us in such studies, it would seem that the results 

of this study are not entirely discouraging. Desultory as the results 

have been, somesigniticant differences between the Johnson samples 

and the test samples were found. Other results, it not entirely 

corroborative, at least did not cQritradict the statistically signifi

cant results. It would seem that one may not be entirely mistaken· in 

attaching some value to the results here obtained • 

.35teed, Jacob, "Two New Pieces by Johnson in the Gentleman's 
Magazine'" ,Modem P·b!loloiY, LIV, 1957t pp. 221-29. 

'6areene, D. J., "Some NotesDn Johnson and the .Gentleman 's 
Magazine",FUblieation of tbe Modern .. Languages. Associatio.n, LXXIX, 
1959, pp. 7.5-84. 

'7Leed, Jacob, "Samuel Johnson and the Gentleman •s Magazine: an 
Adjustment of the Canon", Notes and Queg.es, ccrr, 1957, pp. 210-213. 
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